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)e integration of the Internet of )ings (IoT) connects a number of intelligent devices with minimum human interference that
can interact with one another. IoT is rapidly emerging in the areas of computer science. However, new security problems are posed
by the cross-cutting design of the multidisciplinary elements and IoT systems involved in deploying such schemes. Ineffective is
the implementation of security protocols, i.e., authentication, encryption, application security, and access network for IoTsystems
and their essential weaknesses in security. Current security approaches can also be improved to protect the IoT environment
effectively. In recent years, deep learning (DL)/machine learning (ML) has progressed significantly in various critical imple-
mentations.)erefore, DL/MLmethods are essential to turn IoTsystem protection from simply enabling safe contact between IoT
systems to intelligence systems in security. )is review aims to include an extensive analysis of ML systems and state-of-the-art
developments in DL methods to improve enhanced IoT device protection methods. On the other hand, various new insights in
machine and deep learning for IoTsecurities illustrate how it could help future research. IoTprotection risks relating to emerging
or essential threats are identified, as well as future IoT device attacks and possible threats associated with each surface. We then
carefully analyze DL and ML IoTprotection approaches and present each approach’s benefits, possibilities, and weaknesses. )is
review discusses a number of potential challenges and limitations. )e future works, recommendations, and suggestions of DL/
ML in IoT security are also included.

1. Introduction

Internet of )ings (IoT) considers the interconnection be-
tween several devices, i.e., industrial systems, intelligent
sensors, autonomous vehicles, mechanisms and terminals,
mechanical systems, and so on [1, 2]. Alternatively, it can be
termed as a network of physical things or objects that are
connected with limited communication, computation, and
storage capabilities along with embedded electronics (i.e.,
sensors and actuators), connectivity of network, and soft-
ware that enables these things to exchange, analyze, and
collect data [3]. IoT relates to our everyday life, extending
from smart devices in the household, i.e., smart meters, IP
cameras, smoke detectors, smart adapters, smart refrigera-
tors, smart bulbs, AC, smart ovens, and temperature sensors,

to more advanced devices, for example, heartbeat detectors,
radio-frequency identification (RFID) devices, accelerome-
ters, IoT in automobiles, sensors in rooms, and so on [4].
Several services and applications referred to by the IoT are
emerging in personal healthcare, home appliances, critical
agricultural infrastructure, and the military [1].

)e massive scale of IoT networks introduces latest is-
sues, including the management of these devices, the
complete volume of data, communication, storage, pro-
cessing, and security and privacy concerns, among others.
)ere has been substantial research into various components
of the IoT, such as architecture, communication, applica-
tions, protocols, security, and privacy, to name a few. )e
guarantee of security and privacy and user satisfaction are
the cornerstones of the commercialization of IoT
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technology. )e fact that the IoTmakes use of empowering
technologies including cloud computing (CC), software-
defined networking (SDN), and edge computing enhances
the number of dangers that attackers can encounter. As a
result, monitoring security in the development of IoT in-
frastructure has become challenging and complex. Solutions
must consist of wide-ranging considerations to fulfill the
security challenges [5]. On the other hand, IoT systems are
frequently put to use in an unprepared state. As a result, a
fraudster can use wireless networks to connect to IoTdevices
and gain physical access to confidential data. Complexity
and integrative arrangements characterize IoT systems. In
light of the proliferation of connected devices, it might be
difficult to meet the ever-evolving security standards for the
IoT. In order to provide the necessary level of security,
solutions need to consider the system as a whole. However,
most IoT devices can function independently of human
input. Someone without permission may thus acquire
physical access to these devices [6–8].

Furthermore, the IoT system introduces novel attack
surfaces. )e interconnected and interdependent systems
cause these types of attacks to surface. Accordingly, the
security of IoT systems is faced with a higher risk than the
security of other traditional computing devices. )e out-
dated computing systems will be fruitless for these IoT
schemes [9–11].

IoT systems ought to instantaneously consider security,
energy efficiency, IoT software applications, and data ana-
lytics at the time of related tasks as a sign of the wide-ranging
application [7].)is expansion offers an innovative scope for
scholars from the interdisciplinary research program to
consider recent challenges in the IoT schemes from various
perceptions. However, the large-scale as well as cross-cutting
nature of IoT devices and the many components engaged in
their implementation have created new security issues. )e
IoT devices’ characteristic presents various security issues.
Additionally, the stages of IoT provide a massive number of
useful information. If this information is not analyzed and
transmitted securely, a crucial privacy gap may occur.
Applying related security mechanisms, such as authentica-
tion, encryption, application security, network security, and
access control, is inadequate and challenging for enormous
schemes with numerous associated schemes. Every portion
of the IoT platform contains intrinsic vulnerabilities. For
example, a special kind of botnet like “Mirai” has newly
affected extensively distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attacks by using IoT systems [9, 12].

For extensive methods with multiple connected devices
and each module of the method having inherent vulnera-
bilities, it is difficult and inadequate to apply existing security
protectionmechanisms like encryption, identity verification,
application security, access control, and computer security
[9]. For example, the “Mirai” botnet has lately been re-
sponsible for large-scale DDoS attacks by abusing IoT de-
vices. For the IoTecosystem, existing security methods need
to be improved. However, the deployment of cryptographic
functions against a particular security issue is rapidly
overtaken by new categories of attack developed by the
attackers in order to bypass current remedies. Address-

spoofed source IPs are commonly applied in magnified
DDoS attacks to hide the location of attacks from the tar-
geted organization’s security teams. As a result of the vul-
nerabilities in IoT systems, more sophisticated and
catastrophic attacks such as Mirai might be predicted. On
account of the wide range of IoT scenarios and applications,
knowing which security solutions are best for IoT systems is
not easy. As a result, the focus of the study should be on
devising appropriate IoT security methods [12, 13].

While security and privacy are interconnected, security
may exist without privacy, but privacy cannot exist without
security. Security safeguards the availability of information,
integrity, and confidentiality, while privacy is more detailed
about privacy rights in relation to personal information.
Regarding the processing of personal data, privacy takes
precedence, but information security entails preventing il-
legal access to information assets. Personal data may relate to
any information about a person, including names, creden-
tials, addresses, social security numbers, bank account data,
and so on.

A number of ways have been suggested to address the
boundary between security and privacy concerns in DL and
ML. Homomorphic encryption, differential privacy, trus-
ted execution, and secure multiparty computing environ-
ment are the four most often used DL and ML privacy
technologies. )is technique uses differential privacy to
prevent the adversary from figuring out which instances
were utilized to build the target model. Training and testing
data are protected by safe multiparty computing and ho-
momorphic encryption. For sensitive data security and
training code, trusted execution environments leverage
hardware-based security and isolation. )ese approaches,
on the other hand, greatly increase the computing burden
and need a tailored approach for each type of neural
network. DL or ML privacy concerns are yet to be
addressed in a way that is accepted worldwide. To protect
against adversarial attacks, a wide variety of security
measures have been suggested, which may be divided into
three categories: input preprocessing, strengthening the
model's resilience, and malware detection. Preprocessing’s
goal is to lessen the model’s reliance on immunity by doing
operations such as picture transformation, randomization,
and denoising that do not often need model update or
retraining. Introducing regulation, feature denoising, and
adversarial training as well as other techniques to
strengthen the model’s robustness via model retraining and
change falls under the second group. Adaptive denoising
and image transformation detection are the examples of
third-category detection mechanisms that may be imple-
mented before the first layer of the model. To the best of our
knowledge, no defense strategy exists that can entirely
protect against adversarial cases despite the many defensive
mechanisms that have been offered. To counter hostile
instances, adversarial training is currently the most ef-
fective technique. For poisoning attacks, there are two basic
means of defense. )e first is an outlier identification
technique, which eliminates outliers from the relevant set.
)e second step is to enhance the neural network’s ability
to withstand contamination from poisoned samples.
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1.1.Motivation and Scope. Deep learning (DL) and machine
learning (ML) are effective methods of data analytics as well
as investigation to realize “abnormal” and “normal” be-
havior following how IoT devices and components inter-
relate with each other within the environment of IoT [14].
)e IoTsystems’ input data can be investigated and collected
to find out standard patterns of the interface, thus detecting
malicious manners at initial stages. Furthermore, DL/ML
techniques can be significant in identifying new threats,
which are regular modifications of existing threats, as they
can highly detect upcoming unknown threats by learning
from previous attacks. As a result, IoT systems need to be
able to move from secure communication between security-
based intelligence and devices via ML/DL techniques for safe
and efficient systems.

Several unique properties of IoT networks will be dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.

Heterogeneity. Each item in an IoTnetwork has unique
features, communication protocols, and capabilities
that all function together. Different communication
paradigms and protocols (such as Ethernet or cellular),
as well as varied hardware resource limits, might be
used by the devices. On the one hand, this diversity
allows devices to communicate across platforms, but on
the other hand, it introduces additional obstacles to the
network of IoT.
Proximity Communication. Additionally, IoT devices
may communicate with one another without trusting
on a central authority like base stations, which is an
important feature. Dedicated short range communi-
cation (DSRC) and other point-to-point communica-
tion technologies are used in device-to-device (D2D)
communication. Decoupling services and networks
allows device-centric and content-centric communi-
cation, broadening the IoT service spectrum, whereas
the conventional internet’s design is more network-
centric.
Massive Deployment. Massive deployment predicted that
the existing internet’s capabilities would be exceeded by
the billions of devices linked to it and the internet.
Massive IoTdeployments are not without their own set of
difficulties. Storage and architecture networks for intel-
ligent devices, efficient protocols for data transfer, and
proactive detection and protection of IoT-based devices
from malicious attacks are only some of the difficulties
that need to be addressed. A worldwide information and
communication infrastructure that can be retrieved from
everywhere as well as at any time is envisaged for IoT
devices. How much is connection reliant on the kind of
IoT service and application provided? For example, a
swarm of sensors or a connected automobile may have a
local connection, whereas critical infrastructure man-
agement and smart home access through mobile infra-
structure may have global connectivity.
Low-Cost and Low-Power Communication. For optimal
network operations, low-cost as well as ultra-low-
power solutions are needed for the massive networking

of IoT devices. For modern and critical IoT connec-
tivity, self-healing and self-organization features are
needed. Self-organizing networks ought to be imple-
mented in these cases since relying on the network
structure is not an option.
Low Latency and Ultra-Reliable Communication
(LLURC). Remote surgical procedures, intelligent
transportation, and industrial process automation
systems all rely on the ability of IoTnetworks to reliably
and quickly respond to real-time demands.
Safety. As a result of the enormous number of IoT
devices linked to the internet, the private data ex-
changed via these systems may be at risk. Privacy and
device security are also vital considerations. One of the
most exciting aspects of IoT is its ability to make timely
and intelligent choices based on the data it processes.
Dynamic Changing Network. An enormous number of
IoT devices need proper management. )ese devices
may behave dynamically. For example, when a device
goes to sleep or wakes up, it is determined by various
factors, including the software it is running.

)e commercialization of IoT services and applications
is heavily dependent on security and privacy. Various
sectors, such as healthcare and business, have been im-
pacted by security breaches that range from basic hacking
to well-coordinated intrusions at the corporate level. Due
to their restrictions and the environment in which they
operate, IoT devices and apps face significant security is-
sues. IoT security and privacy concerns have been thor-
oughly considered from different viewpoints, including
communication privacy and security, architecture data
security, and identity management as well as malware
analysis [4]. Sections 3 and 5 explore more into the issues of
security and the threat model.

According to Fernandes et al. [15], security challenges in
IoT and conventional information technology (IT) devices
are comparable and different. In addition, they also
addressed privacy concerns. Software, hardware, networks,
and applications are some of the most often cited points of
comparison and contrast in this debate. IoT and conven-
tional IT have a lot of things in common when it comes to
security concerns. Despite this, the real concern of the IoT is
the lack of available resources, which makes it challenging to
implement advanced security measures in IoT networks.
Improved algorithms and cross-layer architecture are also
needed to address IoTprivacy and security concerns. As part
of an overall privacy and security method for IoT, current
security solutions will be nominated for consideration, as
well as new intelligent, resilient, scalable, and evolutionary
methods to handle IoT security concerns.

ML implies intelligent procedures that utilize previous
experiences or example data to understand how to maximize
performance criteria. Algorithms that use machine learning
to develop behavioral models on massive datasets are known
as ML algorithms. Because of machine learning, computers
can learn independently, even if no instructions are pro-
vided. )e newly included data are fed into these models,
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which serve as a foundation for generating predictions about
the future. AI, optimization, information theory, and cog-
nitive science all have origins in ML, so it is a multidisci-
plinary field of study [16]. ML is no exception. Robotics,
voice recognition, and other areas where people are unable
to apply their skills, such as hostile environments, need the
use of machine learning [17]. It may also be used when the
answer to a particular issue evolves over time. To put this
into context, Google utilizes ML to identify risks to mobile
devices and apps running on the Android platform. Infected
mobile devices may be scanned and cleaned using this tool.
Macie, an Amazon tool that applies ML to organize as well as
categorize data stored in Amazon’s cloud storage, was also
released recently. False positives and true negatives may
occur even whenMLmethods are used correctly. As a result,
if an incorrect prediction is produced, ML approaches need
direction and change of the model.

Contrary to popular belief, with DL, a new kind of ML,
the model is able to establish its accuracy of prediction.
Prediction and classification tasks in novel applications of
IoT with customized and contextual support might benefit
from the self-service character of DLmodels. Moreover, the
complete volume of data produced by IoT networks ne-
cessitates the use of DL and ML methods to offer intelli-
gence to the systems. In addition, the IoT data created by
DL and ML algorithms can be effectively exploited to make
educated and intelligent choices by the IoT systems. )e
analyses of privacy, security, malware, and attack detection
are just a few of the many applications for DL and ML. DL
methods can also be employed in IoT systems to conduct
identification tasks and complicated sensing to develop
new apps and services that take into account real-time
interactions among people, the physical environment, and
smart devices.

Real-world uses of ML in security include the following:

(i) Different handwriting styles are used for character
recognition in security encryption.

(ii) Recognition of faces in forensics: lighting, pose,
occlusion (beard and glasses), hairstyle, makeup,
etc.

(iii) Software and apps that contain malicious code need
to be identified.

(iv) Behavior analysis is used to identify DDoS attacks
on infrastructure. On the other hand, there are
several difficulties associated with applying DL and
ML in IoT applications. For example, designing an
appropriate model for processing data from many
IoT applications is challenging. In the same way,
correctly classifying input data is likewise a complex
undertaking. )e use of little marked data in the
learning process is also tricky. Using these models
on IoT devices with limited processing and storage
resources presents further difficulties [18]. Like
essential infrastructure and real-time applications,
DL and ML algorithms produce anomalies. IoT
security solutions that use DL and ML must be
thoroughly analyzed in this context.

1.2. Contributions. )e main influences of this work are
presented below:

(i) A review of various types of attacks with its example
is discussed.

(ii) Comprehensive analysis of ML and latest devel-
opments in IoT defense DL methods: the most
promising DL and ML algorithms are examined for
IoT protection schemes, and their benefits, draw-
backs, and implementations are addressed in the
security of IoT systems. In addition, comparison
and description tables are provided for DL and ML
approaches for learning lessons.

(iii) A number of state-of-the-art applications of DL and
ML in IoT security and privacy are illustrated.

(iv) We offer a taxonomy of the most recent IoTprivacy
and security solutions based on deep learning and
machine learning techniques. Moreover, new in-
sights of ML and DL in IoTsecurities are illustrated.

(v) Potential limitations, challenges, future directions,
and suggestions of DL and ML are given to help the
recent and future research.

)e work is presented as follows. Literature reviews with
their limitations and why this work is needed are illustrated
in Section 2. Next, several IoT threats are illustrated in
Section 3. After that applications of IoT security are de-
scribed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the four levels of an
IoT application. Moreover, Section 6 gives the DL and ML
models, where we can find how to work with each ML and
DL model in IoTsecurity, and solutions are also described in
Section 7. In Section 8, we can see a number of new insights
into deep andmachine learning for IoTsecurity that can help
future research works. Section 9 discusses challenges, lim-
itations, and future directions. A number of suggestions and
recommendations are presented in Section 10, and Section
11 gives the conclusion.

2. Literature Reviews

A number of surveys or reviews have covered IoTsecurity to
offer some guidelines for future challenges. )ough several
studies have looked at IoTsecurity, none have focused on DL
or ML applications for IoT security. Several works [19–25]
have been reviewed for motivating and organizing the
challenges in access control, authentication, application
security, encryption, and network security in IoT environ-
ments. )e survey in [26] provided a survey of IoT com-
munication on security issues with its solutions. Another
paper [27] emphasized IoT systems for intrusion detection.

Moreover, IoT frameworks for regulatory approaches
and legal issues can determine security and privacy re-
quirements [28]. )e context of distributed IoT has also
covered privacy and security in [29]. )ese works were also
concerned with various challenges. Several issues must be
found out, and the researchers assert that the distributed IoT
method offers numerous advantages in terms of privacy and
security. )e survey in [30] described evolving threats and
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vulnerabilities in IoT devices, for example, threats of ran-
somware as well as security concerns. )e authors in [31]
concisely indicated the context of IoT using ML techniques
concerning data security and privacy protection.)is survey
also described three challenges with respect to ML appli-
cation in IoT environments (i.e., communication and
computation overhead, partial state consideration, and
backup security justifications). Numerous survey studies,
including [31, 32], have examined the use of data mining and
ML methods in cybersecurity to assist intrusion detection.
Above all, they reviewed anomaly detections and misuse in
cyberspace [32]. )e methodology was based on several
classes of AI (artificial intelligence) methods from the point
of view of an IoT context, and the opportunities of applying
those approaches in IoT environments were observed. )e
review in [3] also provided ML techniques in IoT security
where they offered future challenges and current solutions.
Another survey of ML methods for wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) appeared in [33].

)e motivation of that study was to review ML methods
in real-life WSN applications, i.e., clustering, localization,
routing and unrealistic aspects of quality of service (QoS),
and security. )e framework of WSNs in DL methods was
described in the work of Oussous et al. [34]. On the other
hand, this work emphasizes network configuration. Besides,
it differs from the proposed survey that focuses on DL/ML
methods for ensuring IoT security. Some traditional ML
techniques [16] were considered with advanced methods,
including DL methods [35] for processing big data. Above
all, the relationship of several ML techniques for signal
processing approaches was focused on investigating and
processing relevant big data. An overview of DL is offered on
state-of-the-art approaches [36]. )e survey proposed the
opportunities and challenges of various existing solutions
with their uses and evolution. )e essential principles of
several DL classifiers were evaluated with their procedures in
addition to developments of DL methods in several uses
[37, 38], for example, speech processing, pattern recognition,
and computer vision. In mobile advertising, a review of
improvement in DL methods was used for recommendation
systems, which show a crucial role [39]. Various effectiveML
applications [40] were similarly conducted in self-organizing
networks. )e survey focused on the merits and demerits of
various methods and offered future opportunities and
challenges in expanding artificial intelligence and future
network design [41]. )e significance of 5G in artificial
intelligence was highlighted. Intrusion detection using data
mining was covered in [42]. Application of multimedia
mobile was surveyed conducting DL methods as well [43].
Recent DL techniques in mobile security, speech recogni-
tion, mobile healthcare, language translation, and ambient
intelligence were focused. Similar research was conducted
on the most advanced state-of-the-art deep learning ap-
proaches used in a variety of IoT data analytics applications
[44]. On the other hand, our survey covers a complete review
of recent progress in deep learning approaches and cutting-
edge machine learning approaches for ensuring security in
IoT. )is review compares and identifies the advantages,

prospects, and weaknesses of different DL/ML approaches
for security in IoT. )is paper also discusses numerous
future directions and challenges and discusses the realized
problems and future prospects based on a study of possible
DL/ML applications in the context of IoT security, thus
offering an effective guideline for researchers or scholars to
modify the security of IoT environment from simply
empowering a secure communication between IoTmodules
to providing IoT security on the basis of intelligence
methods.

3. IoT Threat

Several heterogeneous sensing systems communicating with
one another through a local area network (LAN) are referred
to as the IoT [45]. )e risks in IoT are distinct from those
posed by traditional networks, owing in large part to the
capabilities accessible to end devices [46]. )e traditional
Internet relies on powerful computers and servers with
plenty of resources, while the IoT relies on equipment with
low memory and computing power. )at is why an IoT
device in the real world cannot continue employing mul-
tifactor authentication and dynamic protocols like a regular
network. Wireless protocols applied by IoT devices, for
example, Zigbee and LoRa are less secure than those used by
traditional networks. A lack of standard operating system
and particular features inside IoTapplications has resulted in
various data contents and formats in the systems, making the
creation of a uniform security protocol complicated [47].
)ere are several security and privacy problems associated
with the IoT because of these flaws. As a network grows in
size, the risk of an attack rises. Since the IoT has no firewalls,
its network is more vulnerable than a traditional office or
company network. IoT systems that exchange data with one
another are frequently multivendor systems, adhering to a
wide range of spectra and protocols from different manu-
facturers. )e connection between such devices is difficult,
necessitating the use of a trustworthy third party as a bridge
[48]. Additionally, many reports have posed concerns about
how billions of smart devices receive app updates [49, 50].
Since an IoTdevice has small computing resources, its ability
to cope with advanced threats is harmed. To conclude, IoT
weaknesses may be classified as either essential or wide-
spread. For example, although vulnerabilities such as battery
drain attacks, insufficient standardization, and insufficient
confidence are exclusive to IoT systems, vulnerabilities in
internet-inherited systems may be considered general.
Numerous IoTrisks have been identified and classified in the
past [32, 51–54]. We address the most often identified
challenges to the IoT over the last ten years and try to
categorize them into privacy and protection classifications.
Privacy and security are basic principles that turn around
network availability [55–57]. On the Internet of )ings, data
may take several forms, including a user’s identification
records, an order issued to a car by a key fob, or a graphical
chat between two people. Unauthorized data disclosure can
constitute a breach of data security, integrity, or availability.
If a threat compromises secrecy, it is classified as a privacy
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threat. Both data confidentiality and network stability are
jeopardized by security attacks. Figure 1 depicts the various
types of threats that exist in IoT domains.

3.1. Privacy 1reats. Along with protection risks, there are
common privacy threats against IoTdata and their users, i.e.,
de-anonymization, inference, and sniffing. In any scenario,
the effect is on data secrecy, regardless of whether the data
are at rest or in motion. )is segment discusses different
types of privacy threats.

3.1.1. Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM). Passive MiTM attacks
(PMAs) and active MiTM attacks (AMAs) are two types of
MiTM attacks. )e PMA passively monitors data flow be-
tween two systems. )e data are not altered if the PMA
violates anonymity. An intruder with access to a computer
will observe passively for months before launching an attack.
With the proliferation of cameras in IoT devices such as
dolls, wristwatches, and tablets, the impact of passive MiTM
attacks such as sniffing and eavesdropping is immense. In
comparison, the AMA is actively engaged in data misuse,
dealing with an operator pretending to be someone else, e.g.,
impersonation to retrieve a profile or an authorization
attack.

3.1.2. Privacy in Data. As withMiTM attacks, attacks in data
privacy are categorized as passive data privacy attacks
(PDPAs) or active data privacy attacks (ADPAs). Data
tampering, data outflow [58], re-identification, and identity
stealing are all issues relating to data protection [59]. Re-
identification attacks often referred to as hypothesis attacks
are focused on position recognition, de-anonymization, and
data aggregation [59]. )e primary objective of these attacks
is to collect data from various outlets to discover the targets’
characters. Certain attackers can conduct the data gathered
to mimic a specific goal [53]. Each attack that modifies
records, such as data tampering, falls under the definition of
ADPA, while data leakage and re-identification fall under
the definition of PDPA.

3.2. Security 1reats

3.2.1. Denial of Service. While compared to other types of
security threats, denial of service (DoS) has the simplest
application. In addition, as several IoT devices with poor
security features continue to increase, DoS attacks are an
attacker’s favorite tool. )e primary goal of a DoS attack is
to overwhelm the IoT network with illegal requirements
and to deplete network resources, including bandwidth.
As a result, legal consumers cannot access the services.
DDoS is a more complex form of DoS attack where a
particular objective is attacked from several origins, which
makes the attack more difficult to detect and avoid
[60–65]. )ough DDoS attacks have different flavors, they
all have a similar objective. A variety of attacks in DDoS
include SYN floods [66], in which a hacker dispatches a
number of SYN appeals to a remarkable target; attacks in
internet control message protocol (ICMP) [67] (in which
several ICMP packets are being transmitted via a spoof-
IP); crossfire attacks [68] in which an attacker is attacking
a complex, massive botnet; and user data logs (User
Datagram Protocol). Botnet attacks [69] are a form of
DDoS attack occurring in IoT networks. A botnet is a
group of IoT devices hacked to start an attack on a par-
ticular item, such as a bank server. Botnet attacks can be
carried out by various protocols, including Message
Queuing Telemetry Transportation (MQTT), a Domain
Name Server (DNS), and a Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTP), as outlined in [69]. Some ways to detect DoS
attacks in an IoT environment are proposed. )e authors
in [61] showed how an attack in a fog-to-things envi-
ronment is identified by applying DL techniques. In a
second paper, the work of Abeshu and Chilamkurti [60]
suggested that the usage of distributed DL on fog com-
puting could ease DDoS attacks. )e IDS is a sequence of
development exercises to lessen attacks in DDoS with
sophisticated computer learning and deep learning al-
gorithms [63, 64]. )e software-defined network flood
issue has been emphasized by the authors in [62, 65]. )e
study showed that the top layer of the SDN is susceptible
to a brute force attack because of the insufficient pro-
tection in the TCP channel of plain text.

IoT Threat

Privacy Threat Security Threat

MiTM Data Privacy Denial of
Service Malware MiTM

Figure 1: Types of IoT threat.
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3.2.2. Malware. One of the most well-known attack do-
mains is the execution and injection of malicious code into
IoT systems via developing existing vulnerabilities in IoT
systems. Vulnerabilities in application security, authenti-
cation, and authorization may be exploited for malware
injection. Without these approaches, physically tampering
with IoT devices to modify the software and misconfiguring
security parameters may also enable attackers to introduce
malicious code. Malware is a persistent threat that is exe-
cuted via various methods due to the vulnerabilities men-
tioned above. Malware comes in a variety of forms, including
spyware, bot, adware, ransomware, virus, and trojan, to
mention a few [47, 70]. Moreover, Azmoodeh et al. [71]
conducted research on malware distributed through the
Internet of Battlefield)ings (IoBT).)ese hackers are often
well trained, well funded, and state sponsored. )e authors
in [72–74] used various supervised machine learning al-
gorithms to attempt to protect resource-constrained An-
droid devices against malware attacks. )e studies
[50, 75, 76] examined malware detection in-depth and
identified many security flaws in the Android framework,
specifically at the application layer. It contains applications
with a variety of component forms.

3.2.3. Man-in-the-Middle. Man-in-the-middle (MiTM)
attacks were among the first cyber threat types [77].
Spoofing and impersonation include MiTM attacks. For
example, the MiTM attacker could communicate with a
node “X,” which communicates with destination “A.”
Similarly, a hacker can use this kind of attack to link to a
server with an HTTPS connection in SSL stripping. Re-
cently, several researchers have been motivated to develop
security against MiTM attacks [78–81]. A work of Ahmad
et al. [78] illustrated the clinical condition in which a
patient is given an insulin injection instantly. )is form of
program is subject to a fatal MiTM attack. Likewise, the
authors in [80] addressed new safety methods for wireless
mobile devices, including the usage of a concealed key, in
the face of impersonation attacks. Using non-volatile
memory and cryptography using hash values, this key has
been safeguarded against loss or theft. )is method was not
only insecure but also wasteful of resources, like OAuth 2.0,
which is the most extensively used IoT protocol and is
vulnerable to cross-site request forgery attacks (CSRF). )e
OAuth protocol takes a considerable time to authenticate
computers physically. )e researchers in [81] listed a
physical layer security defect in the authentication of a
wireless system. )ey discussed the current hypothesis test,
which compares some information in radio channels to the
channel record of Alice to identify Eve spotter in wireless
networks. It is sometimes inaccessible, mainly in active
networks.

3.3. Another 1reat to Privacy and Security. )ere are two
types of security threats: physical and cyber. Active and
passive cyber risks are further subclassified. )e following
part provides an outline of some of these risks and threats.

3.3.1. Physical 1reats. Physical destruction is one kind of
threat that may be posed. A cyberattack is not usually
possible in these cases since the attacker lacks the necessary
technical know-how. To put it another way, the attacker can
only impact the IoT devices that can be physically accessed
by the hacker. If IoT systems are used widely, these sorts of
attacks may become more widespread since cameras and
sensors are projected to be widely available and accessible
[29, 82]. Natural catastrophes, such as earthquakes or floods,
or human-caused disasters, such as wars, may also create
physical threats [83, 84].

3.3.2. Cyber 1reats

Active1reats. As part of an active threat, the attacker is
not only skilled at listening in on communication
channels but also at changing IoT devices to change
settings and regulate communication, refuse services,
and many more. A series of interventions, interrup-
tions, and alterations may be used in an attack. )ere
are several ways to attack an IoT system, including
impersonation (such as spoofing), data tampering,
malicious inputs, and DoS. IoT devices or authorized
users may be impersonated in a cyberattack called an
impersonation attack. If an attack vector is available,
active intruders may try to mimic an IoT entity in part
or its whole. An IoT system is attacked using a mali-
cious input attack in order to introduce malicious
software into the system. Code injection attacks will be
carried out using this program. Malicious software
injected into IoT systems has a dynamic character, and
new attack types are continually being produced to
breach the systems’ IoT components in remarkable
ways [30, 85]. Data tampering, on the other hand, is the
act of purposely altering (deleting, altering, modifying,
or manipulating) data via illegal actions. Transmitting
and storing data are commonplace. IoTsystems may be
compromised in both cases, which might have sub-
stantial consequences, i.e., altering the IoT-based
billing price of the smart grid. IoTmay be subjected to a
wide range of denial of service attacks. A wide variety of
DoS attacks may be found, from those that target in-
ternet traffic to those that target cellular connectivity. It
is more difficult to distinguish a DDoS attack from
regular traffic and devices than a DoS attack with a
small number of devices or a large signal, which is more
straightforward to distinguish from regular devices and
traffic than DDoS attacks. A typical goal of DoS attacks
is to disrupt the availability of IoT services [27]. Many
IoTsystems are vulnerable to devastating DDoS attacks,
such as Mirai, since they include billions of linked
devices. Using IoT devices, the Mirai botnet has lately
been utilized to launch large-scale DDoS attacks.
Passive 1reats. Eavesdropping on the communication
network or the channels is all that is required to carry
out a passive threat. An eavesdropper may obtain
sensor data, monitor the sensor bearers, or do both by
listening in on their conversations. )e illegal market
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for important personal information, such as health
data, has exploded recently [86]. In comparison to
credit card information, which sells for $1.50, and
social security numbers, which sell for $3, personal
health information is worth $50 on the black market.
Furthermore, an attacker may determine the location of
an IoTdevice’s owner by eavesdropping on the owner’s
communications if they are in range [87, 88].

4. Applications of IoT Security

Almost all IoT applications, whether currently in use or
under development, have security as a top priority. IoT
applications are growing at a fast pace and have already
penetrated most of the current sectors. A few IoT applica-
tions required stricter support of security from IoT-based
technologies they employ, despite operators supporting
these apps with current networking technology. )ere are
several crucial IoT applications that are covered in this
section.

4.1. Home Automation. IoT has a broad range of appli-
cations, including home automation. )is category in-
cludes applications for remotely controlling electrical
appliances to save energy, devices put on doors and
windows to find intruders, and more. Energy use and
water use are being tracked via the use of monitoring
devices, and customers are being counseled on ways to
conserve resources and money. )e authors in [89] have
recommended the application of security techniques that
is based on logic to improve home security. Users’ ac-
tivities in crucial areas of the house are being compared to
their typical behavior in order to identify intrusions.
Attackers may, however, get access to IoT devices in the
house without the owner’s permission and use that access
to do damage to the owner. For example, the number of
burglaries has skyrocketed after different home automa-
tion systems were installed [89]. Internet traffic to and
from a smart home has been used by opponents before to
determine a person's activities or even their presence at
the residence.

4.2. Smart Cities. Smart cities make full use of newly
available computing and communication technologies in
order to develop the lives of its residents [90]. Smart cities,
smart transportation, smart disaster response, and other
smart services are all included. Governments throughout
the globe are promoting the creation of smart cities via
different incentives [91]. Even though smart apps are
meant to enhance the quality of life for individuals, they
pose a risk to their privacy. Citizens’ credit card pur-
chasing habits and information might be at danger while
using smart card services. Smart mobility apps can expose
where its users are located. Parents can keep an eye on
their children with the use of mobile apps. )e child’s
security may be jeopardized, though, if these applications
were hacked.

4.3. Smart Retail. Applications of IoT are widely employed
in retail. Many applications have been developed to track the
temperature and humidity of inventory as it moves through
the supply chain. Additionally, IoT may be utilized to op-
timize warehouse refilling by monitoring goods movement.
Intelligent shopping apps are also being generated to help
consumers based on preferences, habits, and sensitivities to
certain components, for example. )ese applications are
being developed. An augmented reality system that allows
physical shops to experience internet buying has also been
created. IoT applications deployed and used by retail firms
have been plagued by security concerns. )ey include Home
Depot, Apple, Sony, and JPMorgan Chase. Attackers may
attempt to breach IoT apps related to the storage conditions
of goods and communicate incorrect information about the
items to customers in an effort to promote sales. Consumers’
credit and debit card information, e-mail addresses, phone
numbers, and other personal information can be stolen if the
elements of security are not comprised of smart retail. )is
can result in monetary losses for both the businesses and the
customers.

4.4. Animal Farming and Smart Agriculture. Soil moisture
monitoring, maintaining selective watering in dry zones and
micro-climate conditions, and controlling temperature and
humidity are only a few of the smart farming practices. )e
use of sophisticated features in agriculture may lead to
higher yields and assist farmers avoid monetary losses.
Moreover, fungus and other microbiological pollutants may
be prevented by carefully monitoring and controlling the
humidity and temperature levels in different vegetable and
grain production processes. )e quality and quantity of
vegetables and crops may also be improved by controlling
the climate. As with crop monitoring, apps in IoT are
available to track the activity and health status of farm
animals using sensors attached to the animals. Compro-
mised agricultural apps might lead to animal theft and crop
harm.

4.5. Smart Grids and Smart Metering. Management, moni-
toring, and measurements may all be done with smart
meters. It is the most prevalent use of smart meters in smart
grids, where power use is tracked and measured. A smart
metering system might potentially be used to combat power
theft. Storage tank monitoring and cistern level monitoring
are two further uses for smart meters. By dynamically
adjusting the position of solar panels in the sky, smart meters
may also be used to monitor and enhance the performance
of solar energy facilities. Other applications of IoT include
smart meters to monitor water pressure to measure the
weight of items or in water transportation systems. Smart
meters, nevertheless, are susceptible to both cyberattacks
and physical attacks compared to traditional meters, which
can only be interfered with by physical means. Smart meters
or advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) are designed to
carry out additional tasks beyond the simple tracking of
energy use. A smart home area network (HAN) connects all
of a household’s electrical appliances to smart meters, which
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may be used to monitor use and costs. Consumer or ad-
versary intrusions into such systems may alter the acquired
data, resulting in financial losses for users or service pro-
viders [92].

4.6. Smart Environment. IoT may be applied to identify
forest fires, monitor snow levels at high altitudes, prevent
landslides, detect earthquakes early, monitor pollution, and
many other things. )ere is a strong connection between the
lives of humans and animals in these regions and the use of
IoTapplications. )e information from these applications of
IoTwill also be used by government entities working in these
domains. )e repercussions of a security breach or vul-
nerability in any IoT application area might be dire. False
negatives and false positives may have severe effects for IoT
applications in this situation. For example, if the app begins
incorrectly identifying earthquakes, the government and
companies may suffer financial damages. If, on the other
hand, the software fails to forecast the earthquake, both
property and lives will be lost. As a result, security flaws and
data manipulation must be avoided in smart environment
applications.

4.7. Security and Emergencies. )e deployment of numerous
IoT applications in the field of security and emergencies is
another key development. It covers applications such as
restricting access to restricted areas to only those with proper
credentials. Hazardous gas leak detection in industrial re-
gions and near chemical companies is another use for this
technology. )ere are a variety of buildings where sensitive
information is stored on computers or where sensitive
commodities are stored. Protecting sensitive information
and items is possible with the use of security apps. Buildings
with high levels of sensitivity, such as nuclear power plants,
may benefit from the usage of IoTapps that monitor liquids.
)e repercussions of a security compromise in these apps
might be dire. Criminals may, for example, attempt to get
access to restricted regions by exploiting programs’ security
flaws. )e immediate and long-term consequences of er-
roneous radiation level warnings may also be severe. Long-
term radiation exposure in babies, for example, may cause
significant disorders that are life threatening.

5. IoT Applications of Security Threat for
Each Layer

)is section describes the four levels of an IoT application:
the first is the sensing layer, the second is the network layer,
the third is the middleware layer, and the fourth is the
application layer. In an IoTapplication, each layer employs a
variety of technologies that introduce a variety of challenges
and security risks with them.

Security risks in IoT applications are discussed in this
section for the four tiers. )is section also discusses the par-
ticular security concerns of the gateways that link these levels.

5.1. Sensing Layer and Its Security Issues. )is layer focuses
on physical actuators and sensors for the IoT. Sensors pick
up on the physical activity taking place around them [93].
While sensors collect information about their surroundings,
actuators take action on the physical world depending on
that information. )ere are a variety of sensors that may be
used to gather information, including video sensors, ul-
trasonic sensors, humidity and temperature sensors, and
more. Chemical, electrical, electronic, and mechanical
sensors may all be employed to gather data about the
physical world around us. IoT applications employ a variety
of sensing layer technologies, including GPS, RFID, RSNs,
WSNs, and so on. Sensing layer security risks include the
following:

(i) Injection Attack Using Malicious Code. A malicious
code is injected into the node’s memory by the
attacker. )e firmware or software of IoT nodes is
often changed over the air, which provides an entry
point for malicious malware injection by attackers.
Using malicious code, attackers may cause the
nodes to execute certain attempts to get access or
even undesired operations to the whole IoTsystem.

(ii) Node Capturing. Actuators and sensors are only
two examples of low-power nodes in IoT applica-
tions. )e opponents may launch a wide range of
attacks against these nodes. Amalicious nodemight
be used to replace or capture the legitimate node in
the IoT system. In reality, the attacker has complete
control over the new node. )is might lead to the
full IoT application being compromised [94].

(iii) Side-Channel Attacks (SCAs). )ere are a variety of
side-channel attacks that may expose sensitive data
besides those that target nodes directly. An ad-
versary may get access to sensitive information via
the microarchitectures of CPUs, electromagnetic
emission, and their power consumption. Power
consumption, laser-based, timing, and electro-
magnetic side-channel attacks may all be used to
launch attacks. To avoid side-channel attacks when
implementing cryptography modules in modern
circuits, there are many countermeasures.

(iv) Booting Attacks. Devices on the edge are susceptible
to a variety of threats during starting up. A lack of
built-in safety measures explains why this happens.
When the node devices are rebooted, attackers may
use this vulnerability to attack them. Due to their
low power consumption and sleep-wake cycles,
edge devices need to have a secure startup
mechanism.

(v) Sleep Deprivation Attacks. Attackers’ goal in these
sorts of attacks is to drain the power supply of
relatively powerless IoTedge devices. Due to a dead
battery, the IoT nodes are unable to provide any
service. For this to happen, malicious malware or
increased power consumption on the edge devices
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is used to execute endless loops in those devices’
CPUs and RAMs.

(vi) False Data Injection Attack. An attacker may then
utilize the node to feed false data into the IoT
system after it has been taken over. Inaccurate
findings might lead to the IoT application mal-
functioning. DDoS attacks may be launched using
this strategy as well.

(vii) Eavesdropping and Interference. Open environ-
ments are widely used to launch IoT apps. )is
means that IoT applications are vulnerable to
eavesdroppers as a consequence. It is possible for
the attackers to eavesdrop and steal data
throughout various stages of authentication or
transmission.

5.2. Network Layer and Its Security Issues. )e primary role
of the network layer is to transfer data from the sensor layer
to the computing unit for processing. )e following are the
most common network security problems.

(i) DoS/DDoS Attack. In this kind of attack, unwanted
requests are issued in mass quantities to the attacked
servers. As a result, legitimate users will be unable to
access the targeted server’s resources. DDoS attack
occurs when several sources are exploited by the
attacker to overwhelm the target server and cause it
to become unusable. As a result of the complexity
and variety of IoT networks, such attacks are more
likely to take place because of this. Due to improper
configuration, many IoT devices used in IoT ap-
plications are vulnerable to DDoS attacks. )is
vulnerability was used by the Mirai botnet attack to
block multiple services by sending requests to IoT
devices that were poorly configured [12].

(ii) Routing Attacks. Nodes in an application of IoT that
are attempting to conduct malicious activity may
attempt to reroute traffic as it passes through the
system. In a sinkhole attack, an adversary broadcasts
a fake shortest route and actively encourages nodes
to use it. Wormhole attacks, when coupled with
sinkhole attacks, may pose a major danger to
computer security. Fast packet transmission may be
achieved using a wormhole connection between two
nodes. An attacker may exploit a vulnerability in an
IoTapplication by creating a “wormhole” between a
hacked node and a device on the internet.

(iii) Access Attack. )e term “advanced persistent threat
(APT)” may also apply to an access attack. In this
form of attack, an unauthorized individual or an
adversary obtains access to the IoTnetwork without
permission. For a long time, the attacker may re-
main unnoticed in the network. )is kind of attack
is aimed at stealing important information or data,
rather than causing harm to the network. Appli-
cations of IoT are particularly vulnerable to attacks
because they constantly collect and send crucial
data.

(iv) Data Transit Attacks. )e storage and sharing of
data is a major concern for IoTapplications. Because
data are so valuable, they are constantly a target for
cybercriminals and other bad guys. Whether data
are kept locally or in the cloud, they are subject to
cyber attacks while they are in transit or are trav-
eling between locations. Data travel a long way in
IoTapplications between actuators, sensors, and the
cloud, among other places. Data transmissions
using the IoTmay be compromised since a variety of
connecting mechanisms are in use.

(v) Phishing Site Attack. Phishing attacks are those in
which a single attacker may target a large number of
IoT devices with little to no effort. )e attackers
believe that at least some of the devices will succumb
to the onslaught. )ere is a chance that individuals
may encounter phishing sites when browsing the
internet. Any IoT device that a user has access to
becomes a target for cyberattacks as soon as their
login credentials are stolen. Phishing attempts on
the network layer of IoT are quite common [95].

5.3. Middleware Layer and Its Security Issues. )e middle-
ware in IoT is responsible for creating an abstraction layer
between the application and network layers. It is also pos-
sible for middleware to offer substantial compute and
storage capabilities [96]. )e APIs provided by this layer are
used to meet the needs of the application layer. )e mid-
dleware layer contains machine learning, permanent data
storage, brokers, queuing systems, and so forth. Middleware
is important for providing a strong and dependable appli-
cation of IoT, but it is also vulnerable to a variety of attacks.
As a result of these attacks, the whole IoTapplication may be
hijacked. Besides database and cloud security, middleware
security is a major concern.)ese attacks on the middleware
layer are described in more detail below.

(i) SQL Injection Attack. Middleware may be attacked
using SQL injection (SQLi), which is another attack
vector. A malicious SQL query may be inserted into
a program by an attacker in such attacks [97, 98].
)is allows the attackers to access the private in-
formation of any user as well as to change database
entries themselves [99]. According to the Open
Online Application Security Project (OWASP) top
10 2018 paper, SQLi is a top threat to web security.

(ii) Flooding Attack in Cloud. Cloud-based denial of
service attacks use a similar methodology and im-
pact QoS in the same way. )e attackers use a
continual stream of queries to a service to deplete
cloud resources. By increasing the strain on the
cloud servers, these attacks may have an important
effect on cloud systems.

(iii) Man-in-the-Middle Attack. Subscribers and clients
communicate with each other through the MQTT
broker, which operates as a proxy for the MQTT
protocol. Messages may be transmitted to several
recipients without knowing where they are going
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thanks to this method’s ability to disconnect the
publishing server from the subscribers. As long as
the attacker can take control of the broker, he or she
will be able to take over all communication without
the awareness of the clients.

(iv) Signature Wrapping Attack. XML signatures are
utilized in the middleware’s web services. An at-
tacker may use weaknesses in Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) to break the signature scheme and
perform operations or change intercepted messages
in a signature wrapping attack.

5.4. Gateways and 1eir Security. Connecting devices, ob-
jects, people, and cloud services is a key function of a
gateway. In addition, gateways aid in the provision of IoT
device hardware and software. )e decryption and en-
cryption of IoT data, as well as the translation of protocols
across various levels, are handled by gateways. Zigbee,
LoRaWAN, TCP/IP, and Z-Wave stacks are among the
several IoT systems that are currently in use today. In the
following, we will look at some of the security issues that IoT
gateways are facing.

(i) End-to-End Encryption. End-to-end application
layer protection must be executed in order to
guarantee data confidentiality [37]. Only the
intended receiver may decode encrypted commu-
nications using this program. Z-Wave and Zigbee
protocols offer encryption; however, the gateways
are necessary to decrypt and re-encrypt the mes-
sages in order to convert the information from one
protocol to another. At the gateway level, this de-
cryption exposes the data to security vulnerabilities.

(ii) Firmware Updates. In order to obtain and install
firmware upgrades, most IoT devices lack a user
interface or the computational capacity. Typically,
gateways are used to obtain and apply firmware
upgrades. Verify signature validity and the existing
and new firmware versions before implementing
any changes.

(iii) Extra Interfaces. Installing IoTdevices while keeping
an eye on the attack surface is a critical technique
[100]. IoT gateway manufacturers should only im-
plement the protocols and interfaces that are strictly
essential. A backdoor authentication or data leak
should be prevented by restricting certain services
and functionality for end users only.

(iv) Secure On-Boarding. Whenever a new IoT sensor or
device is added, encryption keys must be protected.
All keys flow via gateways, which operate as a go-
between for management services and new devices.
During the on-boarding process, the gateways are
vulnerable to eavesdropping attempts and MiMA
aims at stealing the encryption keys.

5.5. Application Layer and Its Security. )e application layer
is responsible for interacting with and serving customers

directly. Smart cities, smart homes, smart grids, and other
IoT applications all fall under this umbrella. )is layer
contains unique security concerns, such as data theft and
privacy concerns, that are not present in other levels.
Various apps have different security concerns at this tier. A
sublayer between the network layer and application layer,
known as a middleware layer or application support layer, is
used in many IoT systems. )ere is a layer of support that
enables different business services and aids in the allocation
and calculation of resources. )e application layer’s most
pressing security concerns are outlined here.

(i) Reprogram Attacks. If the process of programming
the IoT devices is not secure, the devices might be
reprogrammed remotely.)is might eventually lead
to complete control of the IoT [101].

(ii) Malicious Code Injection Attacks. To get access to a
network or system, attackers often use the quickest
or most straightforward technique. If the system is
susceptible to misdirection and malicious scripts
owing to poor code checks, then an attacker would
select it as the first access point. XSS (cross-site
scripting) is often used by attackers to introduce
malicious code into a supposedly trustworthy
website that is otherwise safe. For example, if an IoT
account is hacked, it might cause the whole system
to be rendered inoperable.

(iii) Access Control Attacks. )e term “access control” is
used to describe the practice of restricting access to a
resource (such as an account or data) to just those
who are allowed to use it. When a user’s credentials
are stolen, the whole IoT program is vulnerable.

(iv) Service Interruption Attacks. In the current litera-
ture, these attacks are also known as DDoS attacks
or unlawful interruption attacks. IoT applications
have been the target of a number of similar attacks
in the past. By intentionally overloading the net-
work or servers, these attacks prevent genuine users
from accessing IoT apps.

(v) Data 1efts. Critical and confidential data are
handled by IoTapps. In applications of IoT, there is
a great deal of data mobility that makes it even more
susceptible to attacks than data at rest. Unless the
IoT apps are secure, consumers will be unwilling to
provide their personal information. Data encryp-
tion, data isolation, privacy network, and man-
agement and user authentication and othermethods
and protocols are being employed to protect the
applications of IoT against data theft.

6. Overview of DL and ML for IoT

Security and privacy are interdependent. It is possible to
conceive of a setting that is safe yet does not provide
individual confidentiality. One may envisage a dwelling
that is private due to the presence of windows, yet this
would not always provide protection from intruders.
While privacy is impossible to get without sacrificing
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some level of security, the opposite is not true. Privacy is
always compromised when security is inadequate or
exposed. In this section, we will illustrate the most
prominent ML and DL models for classifying security
aspects in IoT. ML techniques refer to unsupervised and
supervised methods. )e supervised methods are clas-
sified into Naı̈ve Bayes (NB), support vector machine
(SVM), random forest (RF), K-nearest neighbor (KNN),
decision tree (DT), ensemble learning (EL), and associ-
ation rule (AR). Additionally, the unsupervised ap-
proaches only refer to two approaches including principal
component analysis (PCA) and K-means. DL techniques
are similarly classified into unsupervised, supervised, and
hybrid methods.

6.1.ML in IoT Security. )is section discusses the traditional
ML algorithms. Figure 2 depicts various ML classifiers for
IoT security.

6.1.1. Supervised Machine Learning. We consider some
traditional supervised ML techniques and merits, demerits,
and applications in IoT for security enhancement.

(1) Bayesian 1eorem-Based Systems. Bayes’ theorem illus-
trates the possibility of an event based on previous data
associated with the event [102]. )is is exemplified by the
fact that DoS attacks are linked to network traffic infor-
mation. Accordingly, Bayes’ theorem is likely to evaluate the
attack on network traffic by applying previous traffic facts
aside from the above. As a typical ML process, Näıve Bayes is
a Bayes’ theorem. As a result of its ease of use, it is sometimes
called a supervised classifier.

NB estimates subsequent possibilities and applies
Bayes’ theorem. For specific feature sets, this theorem can
forecast the likelihood. For example, Naı̈ve Bayes can be
applied to categorize the traffic, including abnormal or
normal. )ese features may be employed for the classi-
fication of traffic, for example, connection position flag,
connection protocol (e.g., User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)), and con-
nection duration are implemented or computed inde-
pendently by this classifier. Despite that, features depend
on each other. Each feature predicts the probability in this
classification method where the traffic is abnormal or
normal. So, the Naı̈ve Bayes was modified by hyper-
parameter tuning. )is optimized model was applied for
the detection of anomalies [103, 104] and network in-
trusion [105, 106]. )e main benefits of these classifiers are
ease of use, simplicity of implementation, the requirement
of a small training sample, applicability to multiclass and
binary classification [107], and toughness to inappropriate
features [108].

)e paper of Zhang et al. [109] offered a method of
intrusion detection to develop Naı̈ve Bayes and PCA. It
depicted that the Bayes classifier was more efficient than
other classifier algorithms for detecting intrusion due to its
rapid speed in the classification process. )e intrusion of
PCA can highly decrease the detection period. Next, the

weight coefficient has been described to develop the PCA so
that it can reduce the complexity of input data. )e com-
parison between the detection time and rate using the
traditional Bayesian method depicts that the technique in-
troduced in this task is the best in intrusion detection. )is
work provided good accuracy. Besides, it also timely solved
the requirement for detecting the intrusion of the network
[109].

(2) Support Vector Machines (SVMs). SVMs are mainly
applied to evaluate data so that they are employed for
classification and regression analysis. In the attributes of
data, SVMs generate a separating hyperplane between the
classes (two or more). )e main target of the hyperplane
minimizes the maximum adjacent sample features and
distance between the hyperplane of each class. Each class has
a maximum margin with minimum error [31, 110, 111].
Non-linearity will occur if the research inputs cause the
hyperplane to become confusable, necessitating the use of a
kernel function to reform it. It is also challenging to use the
appropriate kernel function in SVMs.With its high degree of
precision, SVM is ideal for implementing network protec-
tion for IoT devices such as smart grid [112], ransomware
[113], and intrusion [114].

SVMs have been utilized for classifying data by con-
structing a scattering hyperplane between two or more
groups of data attributes that maximize the gap between the
hyperplane and the class nearest sampling points [115, 116].
SVMs are well known for their broad spectrum of practical
properties, but they are remarkably well suited to datasets
with a limited number of sampling points [31, 110]. )e-
oretically, statistical learning [111] is designed for SVMs.
Initially, they were designed to partition into a plane of two-
dimensional composed of points of linearly independent
data in various groups (i.e., abnormal or normal). )is
model will benefit from a good hyperplane to maximize
distance by calculating the discrepancy between the closest
points and the hyperplane in every class. It has benefitted
from its ability and scalability to track intrusions in real time
and automatically change training tendencies. It has been
commonly applied in a variety of security applications,
including intrusion detection [117–120], and is memory
effective since they break data points using hyperplanes with
O (N2) time complexity, where N is the sampling number
[31, 110]. Research in [113] has created an Android malware
identification tool to help protect IoT networks, as well as a
linear SVM for its device in the context of the IoT. SVM's
identification efficiency is superior to those of other com-
puter algorithms such as Näıve Bayes, RF, and DT. SVM, on
the other hand, outperformed the other ML algorithms.
)ese findings support the robustness of SVM-based mal-
ware identification. However, more research is required to
examine the efficiency of SVMs with enriched and attack
scenarios of datasets generated in a variety of environments.
In this case, it might be helpful to compare the efficiency of
the SVMwith that of deep learning algorithms like CNN. An
SVM was previously used to protect an intelligent device,
and an observational smart grid attack detector was tested
[121]. )is study found that ML algorithms including SVM,
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KNN, sparse logistic regression, and ensemble learning
successfully identify unknown and known threats, out-
performing traditional approaches used in intelligent grid
applications. In another line of investigation, SVM was
recently used to crack data encryption. )e findings in
[122, 123] demonstrate that ML techniques can be applied to
hack cryptographic devices, and SVM outperforms con-
ventional methods (such as template attacks).

(3) Decision Trees (DTs). )e majority of DT-related clas-
sification methods are carried out by labeling samples based
on their values of the attribute. Every vertex in a decision tree
denotes one point, and every edge in the classification
analysis represents a possible attribute for the vertex.
Samples are categorized based on their attribute values and
are classified from the root vertex [124, 125].)e feature that
separates the training data optimally is referred to as the
tree’s initial vertex [126, 127]. Many approaches, such as the
Gini index [128] and information benefit [129], are applied
to deviate from training samples in search of the optimal
function. )e majority of DT approaches are split into two
stages: classification (inference) and construction (induc-
tion) [130, 131]. DT is typically built by starting with an
unoccupied tree and adding nodes and branches during the
building (induction) phase. )e feature that essentially di-
vides the training samples is then called the tree’s origin
vertex. )is role is chosen for a variety of reasons, including
the value of experience. )e idea is to delegate root nodes to
reduce the intersection of groups in a training range, thus
enhancing the discrimination efficiency of the classifier.
Each sub-DT goes through the same process before all the
leaves and associated groups are obtained. Following the
development, new species are categorized with a collection
of characteristics and an undefined class, beginning with the

root nodes of the tree and progressing in the direction of the
position values on the tree’s inner nodes. )is process is
repeated before a leaf is collected. Lastly, the latest associated
samples (such as expected classes) are determined [130].
Researchers summarized the crucial points for simplifying
DTdevelopment in [130]. To begin, post or pretaking is used
to reduce the tree’s height. )e state search space is then re-
dimensioned. )ird, the search algorithm has been updated.
Following that, data attributes are minimized by dis-
regarding or deleting unwanted features via the search
procedure. To conclude, the tree’s architecture is trans-
formed into a data form, such as a law list. )e table below
summarizes the major drawbacks of DT-based approaches
[130]. First, because of the house’s design, they need a lot of
room. Second, learning DT-based strategies is only simple
when only a few DTs are involved. Certain structures, on the
other hand, have a large number of trees and judgment
nodes. )e computational complexity of these applications,
as well as themodel underlying sample classification, is large.
In defense applications such as intrusion prevention, DTs are
used as the primary classifier or in combination with other
master classifiers [132, 133]. In a previous study, for ex-
ample, IoT devices were protected using a fog-based call
system [134]. )e thesis employed DT to examine network
traffic in order to identify suspect traffic origins and, as a
result, DDoS activity.

(4) Random Forest (RF). )e abbreviation “RF” refers to a
supervised learning algorithm. Several DTs are built and
combined in an RF to provide an accurate and reliable
prediction model, resulting in improved overall results
[135–139]. An RF is then made up of several trees that have
been built at random and conditioned to vote for a certain
class. )e classification’s final performance is determined by
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Figure 2: Various ML methods for IoT.
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the most well-known class [135]. Since RF classification is
mainly composed of DTs, these classification algorithms are
very different. To begin, as the training set is fed into the
network, the DTs generate a set of recommendations for
classifying new data. RF constructs subsets of class voting
rules that employ DTs; as a result, the designation contri-
bution is the average vote, and RF is resistant to overfitting.
Furthermore, RF eliminates the need to choose functions
and permits a small range of input parameters [31]. How-
ever, in many real-time applications where the training
dataset is high, RF may be inefficient since it requires the
creation of several DTs. Radio frequency techniques have
been used to track network anomalies and intrusion de-
tection [137, 140, 141]. In [142], when narrow feature sets are
applied to develop the device’s application and reduce
computational overhead to real-time classifications, ANN,
KNN, SVM, and RF were learned to identify DDoS attacks
on IoT systems, with RF being slightly stronger than other
classificatory algorithms. RF was trained to recognize IoT
interface groups from a white list of network traffic capa-
bilities. )e authors manually label and retrieve data from
the network’s seventeen IoT modules. )ese systems were
divided into nine IoT device groups and applied to train a
multiclass ranking using RF algorithms. According to the
findings, ML algorithms are generally useful for correctly
recognizing unauthorized IoT devices, especially RF
[13, 54, 143]. Figure 3 depicts the basic architecture of RF.

(5) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). KNN is an ad hoc non-
parametric approach. In KNN classifiers, the Euclidean
distance is often used as a distance metric [144–146].
Figure 4 shows how the KNN classification is used to
characterize new input materials. )e orange circles in the
diagram represent destructive behavior, while the blue
circles represent machine actions. )e most recent sample
(blue circle) must be labeled as benign or malicious. )e
classifier of KNN categorizes the novel example by voting a
fixed number of times, i.e., the class of unknown samples is
determined by KNN using a plurality vote of the closest
neighbors. For example, if the classification of KNN is
created on the nearest neighbor (where k= 1), Figure 4
would classify the hidden sample as having normal be-
havior (as the closest cycle is orange.) Since the two nearest
circles are orange, the unknown specimen would be
identified as having natural activity if the classification of
KNN is trained on the two closest neighbors (where k = 2
for normal behavior). If the classification of KNN has been
trained on the four and three neighboring countries (k = 4,
k> 3), the unknown sample class would be labeled as ag-
gressive since the three and four circles closest to the
unknown sample class are orange circles (malicious be-
havior). Cross-validation is essential for evaluating the
optimum rate of k for a particular dataset. )e KNN al-
gorithm is an easy, high-performing classification algo-
rithm on broad training datasets [147, 148], but the optimal
k value is still determined by the context. Choosing the
optimum value of k can also be a time-consuming and
difficult operation. KNN classifiers have been used in
network attack identification and detection of

abnormalities [149–157]. In the area of the IoT, researchers
in [158] recommended a paradigm for detecting R2L and
U2R attacks.)e algorithm decreased the dimensionality of
the feature, allowing for two degrees of feature reduction to
improve precision before introducing a model for a 2-tier
classification based on KNN and NB classifiers. )e sug-
gested model performed admirably in detecting both at-
tacks. Another study [159] developed a KNN method
focused on an intrusion detection method. )e invention
was intended to be used for node classification in a wireless
sensor network (WSN). )e proposed program was ac-
curate and precise in detecting intrusions.

(6) Ensemble Learning (EL). Ensemble learning (EL) is one of
the most suitable methods of ML. EL integrates the outputs
of various fundamental classification methods to achieve a
single performance, increasing classification accuracy. )is
method attempts to integrate several multiclassifiers (such as
heterogeneously or homogeneously) in order to arrive at a
final output [160]. At the early stages of machine learning
growth, each technique has advantages and accomplish-
ments in particular implementations or datasets. Experi-
ment comparisons in [161] revealed that the optimal style of
learning varies depending on the application. )e simple
learning principle used to construct a classifier is determined
by the data. Since the quality of data varies based on
implementation, the best learning technique cannot be
suitable for all applications. As a result, several classifiers
have begun to be integrated to improve precision. EL em-
ploys a variety of learning techniques to eliminate incon-
sistency and is immune to overfitting. Combining several
classifiers yields findings that go beyond the new range of
theories; therefore, EL can respond well to a problem [162].
Due to the fact that EL is composed of several classifiers, an
EL-based architecture has a higher time complexity than an
EL-based scheme [163–166]. EL successfully detected in-
trusions, anomalies, and malware [167–170].

(7) Association Rule (AR) Algorithms. By analyzing the re-
lationships between variables in a training data collection,
AR algorithms [171] were used to characterize an unknown
variable. Consider the variables X, Y, and Z in the P dataset.
In order to analyze their links and to construct a model, an
AR algorithm is intended to investigate the connections
between these variables. )e model then calculates the
current sample class. AR algorithms describe regular sets of
variables [31], which often coexist with vector collections in
an attack. For instance, connections between IP/TCP vari-
ables and the attachment style using an AR were studied in a
previous study [172]. )e frequencies of various variables
such as goal port, source IP, source port, and service name
were analyzed in order to evaluate the attack form. )e AR
intrusion detection algorithm was successful, according to
[173]. )e researchers created a fuzzy rule-based model for
intrusion detection, which resulted in a low false-positive
rate and a high detection rate [173]. Nevertheless, compared
to previous learning techniques, the increased reality is not
widely utilized in IoT settings; more research is still rec-
ommended to determine if an approach to augmented
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reality may be combined or optimized with one more
method to offer an appropriate solution for IoT protection.
In practice, the following are the key disadvantages of the
algorithms of AR. AR algorithms are difficult to deal with on
a machine. If the frequency of the factors is reduced to an
unmanageable level, association laws accumulate quickly.
Although numerous productivity techniques have been
developed, they are not often successful [174]. AR

algorithmsmostly focus on basic assumptions about variable
relationships (direct relationships and occurrence). )ese
assumptions are not always right, particularly when it comes
to defending apps where attackers may try to mimic regular
user behavior.

A study of Bosman et al. [175] demonstrated how to
reduce the time complexity to make it suitable for systems
with minimal resources in hardware, for example, IoT
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devices. )is work suggested an ensemble-based method
that is lightweight and application-independent for identi-
fying abnormalities in the Internet of )ings. )e recom-
mended framework addresses two concerns: (1) automating
as well as disseminating approaches in online learning for
detecting device irregularities that are limited by resources
and (2) testing the proposed framework with actual evi-
dence. According to the research, the ensemble approach
produces each classification [175].

6.1.2. Unsupervised ML. In this section, we discuss the most
frequently used unsupervised ML techniques (i.e., principal
component analysis (PCA) and K-means clustering) and
their applications, drawbacks, and advantages in IoT
security.

Unsupervised learning occurs where the environment
produces only inputs without regard for expected outcomes.
It does not include branded data and can examine simi-
larities between unlabeled data and classify them into dis-
tinct classes.

(1) Principal Component Analysis (PCA). )e PCA is a
strategic reduction function that can be used to restrict a
wide range of variables to a smaller list that maintains the
bulk of the data. )is approach reduces a large range of
potentially associated features to some more minor un-
correlated features known as principal components
[176–178]. )ere is an increasing order of variation among
these components; the first is related with the most variance
in the data, and the rest follow in order. Discard the
components with the smallest variance. PCA is a fantastic
solution in real-time scenarios. In contrast, there are several
characteristics, and it is difficult to see the connection and
identify the correlation between each and every data. A large
variety of accessible features also makes it quite difficult to
narrow down the most important ones. )us, the primary
concept of PCA can be used to pick features for simulta-
neous detection of intrusion in IoT schemes. PCA helps
speed up machine learning algorithms by removing linked
variables that do not add to the algorithm’s decision-making
process. Moreover, to avoid the problem of overfitting, PCA
reduces the number of dimensions in a dataset to a more
manageable dimension, i.e., 2D [179, 180]. In this example,
n2P + n3 � O(n2P + n3) if each data point has P features and
number of data is n.

)e authors of the work [181] suggested a model that
utilizes the reduction of features in PCA and classifiers such
as KNN and softmax regression. According to the work of
Zhao et al. [181], combining these classifiers with PCA
produced a computationally and time-efficient technique. It
can be used in IoT environments in real-time applications.

(2) K-Means Clustering. Unsupervised ML is exemplified by
K-means clustering. )is method seeks to find the data
clusters, and k represents the several clusters that the algorithm
will generate. )e process is used to allocate each data point
iteratively to a cluster of k according to the characteristics
specified. Samples with identical characteristics can be

included in each cluster. )e K-means algorithm results in
iterative refining. Two inputs are needed for the algorithm:
several clusters (k) and a dataset with the specification of each
example in the dataset. According to the estimate of the k
centroids, each sample is allocated to the cluster centroid
nearest to it, depending on the Euclidean distance. Secondly,
after all data samples have been allocated to a given cluster, the
cluster centroids would be reevaluated, applying the mean of
all samples allocated to that cluster. )e algorithm repeats
these calculations until no samples can be used to modify the
clusters [182, 183]. )e preceding are the key disadvantages of
clustering in K-means. To begin, the usermust enter k. Second,
this algorithm is based on the premise that each spherical
cluster has nearly equivalent sample counts. )e algorithms of
K-means may be used to detect irregularities by contrasting
normal and odd behavior features [184, 185]. )e authors in
[186] suggested an anomaly recognition scheme focused on
DT and K-means (such as DT and C4.5 algorithm). Never-
theless, K-means performed poorly than directed learning
approaches, especially when detecting established attacks
[187]. When it is difficult to obtain labeled outcomes, unsu-
pervised algorithms are usually a safe bet. Nonetheless, clus-
tering methods in general, especially K-means, are still in their
infancy for stable IoTstructures and should be studied further.
ML techniques that are not regulated have many applications
in IoTnetwork security. K-means clustering, for example, has
been used to protect WSNs by detecting intrusions [188]. In
research on Sybil recognition in industrial WSNs, a kernel-
based scheme was suggested for clustering channel vectors to
distinguish Sybil from standard sensors [189]. A clustering
algorithm demonstrated the possibility of anonymizing private
data in an IoT scheme [190]. In implementing anonymized
data algorithms, the usage of clustering would significantly
improve the protection of data sharing [190].

6.1.3. Semi-Supervised ML. Regulated machine learning is
the most widely used ML process, and it derives its in-
formation from the training period on labeled data. To
begin, developing predictive models from labeled data
takes time, money, human interaction, and expertise. On
the other hand, unsupervised learning that operates on
unlabeled data frequently has an exploratory component
(i.e., compression and clustering). )us, the researchers
hope that by implementing a semi-supervised approach,
they would be able to solve the problem of producing vast
quantities of labeled data required for training algorithms
in supervised machine learning by augmenting unlabeled
data [191, 192]. Accordingly, semi-supervised learning
deploys both classified and unlabeled input to train a
machine learning classifier. Nevertheless, while semi-su-
pervised learning can seem to be a suitable answer to the
problems associated with both managed and unsupervised
approaches, it can fall short of the prediction precision
attained by the algorithm in supervised machine learning.
As a consequence, limited studies have looked into the use
of semi-supervised methods for protection in IoT. For
example, the authors in [193] described a semi-supervised
multilayer clustering (SMLC) technique for detecting and
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preventing intrusion in the network. SMLC has demon-
strated the ability to learn from incompletely labeled in-
stances while also gaining recognition performance
comparable to managed machine learning for detection
and avoidance systems [194].

6.1.4. Reinforcement Learning (RL) Approaches. One of the
first topics that come to mind is learning from one’s own
surroundings. People naturally begin their education by
engaging with their surroundings. RL is driven by neuro-
scientific and psychological observations of animal behavior
and mechanisms that enable agents to have a more signif-
icant effect on their environment [195–197]. RL shows
people how to better map conditions to actions in order to
maximize rewards [196]. )e agent does not realize which
actions to do ahead of time and must determine the acts that
have the most significant benefit by assessment or error. )e
features’ trial and error are the key characteristics of RL. As a
result, the agent continues to gain expertise in order to
maximize the benefits. RL has been used to address a variety
of IoT-related problems. )e work in [198, 199] suggested a
broadband, autonomous cognitive radio anti-jamming
system with an emphasis on learning enhancement. Data
were used in [198] to differentiate between the swinging
jammer signal, unintended interference, and former
WACRs; reinforcement learning was then applied to reliably
learn a selection technique of subband to stop the jammer
signal as well as interfere with previous WACRs. Likewise,
the authors in [199] discovered how to efficiently prevent
jamming attacks from hundreds of MHz of spectrum in real
life using an enhanced learning system based on Q-learning.
Another work [200] used similar strengthening training to
develop a cognitive radiation anti-jamming method, which
was paired with deep CNN to increase the performance of
RL across a wide range of frequency sources. A related
method was suggested in [200] to tackle aggressive jamming
using a rigorous learning approach; the findings showed that
RL was an appropriate tool for modeling aggressive jamming
schemes.

6.1.5. Applications of ML in IoT Security. In data analysis,
semi-supervised and supervised methods are used, whereas
comparative and decision-making properties are favored for
reinforcement. )e essence of accessible data dictates the
categorization and methods used by ML. Supervised
learning is used to determine the form of input data and the
desired outcomes (labels). In this case, the machine was
taught to only map the inputs to the necessary outputs.
Regression and classification are supervised learning pro-
cesses that utilize constant data regression and discrete data
classification, respectively. Many regression methods, such
as polynomial regression, linear regression, and SVR, are
widely used [54, 201, 202]. In contrast, classification employs
distinct production qualities (class labels). K-nearest
neighbor, SVM, and logistical regression are provided by
commonly used classification algorithms. Certain archi-
tectures, such as neural networks, may be applied for both

regression and classification. Where the results are not well
defined and the process must search within the raw data
framework, unchecked learning approaches are applied to
teach the algorithm. Clustering is a form of unattended
learning in which items are clustered based on similar pa-
rameters, i.e., K-means clustering.)e accuracy of predictive
analytics is determined by how effectively master learning
utilizes historical data to create models and how well future
values are estimated. Algorithms such as Näıve Bayes and
SVM are applied in predictive modeling. )e one disad-
vantage of simple machine learning approaches is that they
need a large amount of data for model testing. )e learned
model is then used to approximate or interpret real-world
application performance. However, it should be remem-
bered that the whole procedure would not capture the whole
spectrum of data and resources. To address the shortcomings
of machine learning methods, DL techniques have been
deployed. DL can handle large amount of data, and its al-
gorithms are adaptive as data volume increases, benefiting
model training and possibly improving prediction precision.
DL extracts high-level functionality and associated con-
nections from input data in a complex and hierarchical
manner. )e majority of IoT implementations produce
outcomes without labeling or with semi-labeling. DL may
use unlabeled data to identify valuable trends in an unat-
tended manner. Conventional machine learning algorithms
are only effective when there is a large number of labeled
data available [45].

)e work of Rathore and Park [194] suggested a semi-
supervised learning IoT attack prediction mechanism. )e
proposed system is based on the algorithm of the extreme
learning machine (ELM), using fuzzy C-means (FCM) [203]
approaches collectively known as extreme learning machine
(ELM)-based semi-supervised fuzzy C-means (ESFCM).
Similarly, ESFCM is used in fog infrastructure. One char-
acteristic of ESFCM is that it operates with marked
directories, improving the rate of detection of threats
transmitted. Although the detection performance of ESFCM
is lower than those of the two former DL mechanisms, it
outperforms traditional attack detection machine learning
algorithms. Nevertheless, the semi-supervised learning
process incorporates the benefits and effectiveness of
managed and uncontrolled learning. )e IoT has a multi-
tude of flavors, from body area networks to sophisticated key
business facilities such as a smart grid. At the same time,
identifying attacks on these infrastructures is important. In
an intelligent grid, for example, steps are critical and must be
recovered authentically and without alteration as a result of
an attack. )e authors in [121] conducted a comprehensive
study in this direction to explore various algorithms in ML
for attack recognition in smart grids.)e researchers studied
the function of space fusion, semi-monitored learning,
online learning, and supervised learning algorithms. )e
authors considered the effectiveness of online approaches for
detecting attacks in real time by concentrating on their
numerical complexity that is usually below that of batch
learning algorithms [121]. In contrast, all families of the
above algorithms performed fairly well.
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6.2. DL in IoT Security. Deep learning has developed a key
topic for study in recent years in IoT systems [14, 204, 205].
)e main advantage of deep learning over classical machine
learning is its higher effectiveness for big datasets. Many IoT
schemes produce huge quantities of data; therefore, for those
systems, DL methods are well suited. Furthermore, DL
dynamically generates dynamic data representations [206].
)e IoT ecosystem can be connected in-depth with DL
methods [207]. Deep connection is a unified protocol that
facilitates automated communication between computers
and applications linked to the Internet of )ings. For ex-
ample, in an intelligent home, IoTdevices automatically talk
to each other to form a completely intelligent home [14]. DL
approaches use a computational paradigm that integrates
many layers to learn different degrees of abstraction in data
structures. Compared to traditional ML approaches, DL
techniques have greatly enhanced state-of-the-art methods
[208, 209]. DL is a subfield of ML using various non-linear
layers of computation to abstract and turns discriminatory
or generative pattern analysis functions. Since DL methods
may catch hierarchical images in deep architecture, they
often refer to themselves as hierarchical methods of learning.
)e operational theory of DL is motivated by the inter-
pretation of impulses by the human neurons and brain. Deep
networks are used to include unsupervised and supervised
learning and a combination of these two learning forms,
such as deep hybrid learning.)is section discusses the most
commonly used deep learning algorithms. Figure 5 depicts
several DL classifiers for IoT security.

6.2.1. Supervised DL. )is section discusses the most often
used controlled DL methods. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are two
types of discriminative DL algorithms.

(1) Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). CNNs are
created in order to decrease the number of data parameters
used in typical neural artificial networks (ANNs). To min-
imize data parameters, three terms are used: sparse rela-
tionships, parameter sharing, and fair distribution
[210, 211]. Reduced layer-to-layer relationships improve
CNN scalability and complexity. A CNN comprises two
types of layers: convolution and convergence. Convolutional
layers combine data parameters by using a variety of
analogous filters (kernels) [212]. )e pooling layers’ sample
reduces the size of the following layers through average
pooling or peak pooling.)e top pooling algorithm splits the
input by non-overlapping clusters, selects the highest value
in the previous layer for each cluster [213, 214], and then
combines the values of each cluster in the previous layer with
the average pooling algorithm. )e activation device is
another critical layer of the CNN; each vector in the feature
space has a function in non-linear activation. )e ReLU is
chosen since it contains nodes with the activation property
f(x) � max(0, x) [215]. Figure 6 depicts how CNN works
when IoT protection is extended. )e biggest drawback of
CNN is that it is widely used in deep learning strategies. It
also enables high-performance automatic learning of raw

data functions. However, because CNNs have a high ma-
chine cost, resource-constrained devices that support
onboard security schemes are difficult to deploy. Distributed
architectures should solve this problem. In this design, a
light deep neural network (DNN) is introduced and
equipped, but the algorithm is entirely trained in the
strongly categorized neuron [216], with a subgroup of
similar output groups on board. )e advancement of CNNs
is primarily targeted at image detection. As a result of their
wide use, CNNs are used to create accurate and consistent
models of image ID and classification for massive public
image databases such as ImageNet [217, 218]. CNNs also
display their worth in a variety of other applications.
According to one research [219], a CNN-based IoT pro-
tection malware identification framework for Android could
be created. CNN is used to acquire major malware identi-
fication characteristics from raw data.

)e main argument for CNN usage is that sufficient
functionality is taught concurrently with classification,
eliminating the extraction step needed for conventional
machine learning and producing a full model [219]. How-
ever, attackers may use the robust learning capacity of CNNs
as a weapon. A past study [220] depicted that a CNN al-
gorithm is efficiently capable of breaking cryptographic
applications.

(2) Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). Recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) are a crucial type of deep learning algo-
rithm. RNNs are suggested to deal with temporary results.)e
provision of current performance is dependent on an in-
terpretation of the similarities between several previous ex-
amples in many implementations. )e neural network
performance is therefore determined by its current and
previous inputs. Since the input and output layers continue to
be distinct, a feedforward NN is unavoidable in this design
[221]. When the backpropagation algorithm was created, it
was primarily used for training RNNs [208, 222, 223]. RNNs
are recommended for appliances that need sequential inputs
(e.g., sensor, text, and voice data) [222]. An RNN has a se-
quential data storage layer and knows many elements of the
recurrent cells’ secret units [224]. In addition to the network
details, the secret units are updated and continuously changed
to represent the network’s current state. )e RNN forecasts
that the previously hidden state would be activated when
working on the currently hidden state. RNNs are applied
because they can efficiently manage sequential data. )is skill
is useful for a variety of activities, including the identification
of dangers where the patterns of the danger are time-based. As
a result, recurring associations may be used to strengthen
neural networks and uncover prominent behavioral trends.
)emain disadvantage to RNNs is that gradients disappear or
burst [225]. RNNs and their derivatives have outperformed in
a variety of sequential data implementations, including speech
recognition and translation [226–228]. Furthermore, RNNs
may be used to secure IoT computers. IoT networks gather
massive volume of sequential data from a variety of sources,
including network traffic patterns, and are required to identify
a variety of possible network attacks. An earlier study [229]
checked the feasibility of RNN analysis of network traffic
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activity for identifying possible attacks (malignant action) and
validated the RNN utility for network traffic classification to
effectively detect malignant behavior. RNNs are also a viable
solution in real-world situations. )e investigation of RNNs
and their variants is critical for improving IoT system pro-
tection, especially against serial-based attacks.

6.2.2. Unsupervised DL. We discuss the most often used
unsupervised DL techniques, including deep restricted
Boltzmann machines (RBMs), deep belief networks (DBN),
and autoencoders (AEs) in this section.

(1) Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs). Uncontrolled
RBMs are deep generative models [230]. An RBM is an
entirely undirected model in which nodes are not bound
within the same sheet. RBMs are divided into two types of
layers: exposed and unseen. )e input is used in the visible

layer, while the opaque layer comprises latent variables of
various levels. RBMs accumulate data features in a hierar-
chical manner and are applied as hidden variables in the
subsequent layer to record features in the initial layer. )e
study in [231] presented a model for detecting network
anomalies that overcome difficulties in developing this model.
)is issue includes creating labeled data needed for effective
model testing due to the multipart erratic nature of network
traffic data collection. )e second issue is that irregular be-
havior often evolves over time. )e model can then be
continually modified, allowing new attack types to be rec-
ognized and anomalies in a variety of network environments
to be observed. )e researchers recommended a learning
model focused on a discriminatory RBM in [231], which they
chose because of its ability to combine generative models with
enough classification precision to identify a half-controlled
network anomaly even though training figures are incom-
plete. However, their experimental findings revealed that the
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discriminative RBM classification exactness was reduced
when measured on a different network dataset than the data
used to train the classifier. More research is needed to de-
termine if an exception to a classifier in a variety of network
contexts may be extended. A single RBM may only display a
limited range of functions. However, RBM may be used to
build DBN in significant ways by piling two or more RBMs.
)e part that follows goes into more detail on this strategy.

(2) Deep Belief Networks (DBNs). )e generative approaches
for DBNs are taken into account [232]. A DBN comprises
stacked, layer-free RBMs that run greedy workouts in a stable,
unmonitored setting. In a DBN, teaching is done layer by
layer, with each layer being an RBM trained on the previously
trained layer [224].)e initial characteristics [224] are learned
using a greedy layer-specific unmonitored technique during
the pretraining level. )e top layer is finished using a softmax
layer during the fineness phase [229]. DBNs have been
successfully used to detect malware attacks. An earlier study
[233] suggested a method for the security of mobile edge
computers by the use of a profound learning technique to
detect malicious attacks. DBN was used for automatic
identification. Compared to machine learning-based algo-
rithms, the proposed DBN model significantly improved
malware detection precision [233].)is finding demonstrated
that deep learning approaches, specifically DBNs, out-
performed conventional manual malware identification fea-
ture engineering methods. An EA was combined with a
malware detection method utilizing DBN in a recent study
[234]. By non-linear projection, an algorithm in AE DL was
applied to reduce the dimensionality of data and delete only
the significant functions. DBNs are unregulated learning
methods that are trained on unlabeled data to reflect sig-
nificant features. Although DBNs use conflicting convergence
to minimize processing time, they do not function for
onboard computers that have limited resources.

(3) Deep Autoencoders (AEs). A deep AE is an unsupervised
learning neural network that has been learned to replicate its
input to output. A secret layer h specifies a code used to
describe the input in an AE [210]. An AE neural network is
split into two parts: the encoder function h � f(x) and the
decoder function r � g(h), which tries to replicate the data.
)e encoder receives the feedback and transforms it into an
abstraction known as a code. Following that, the decoder
obtains the built text, which was originally generated to
reflect the data, in order to reconstruct the original input.
)e learning phase in AEs can be completed with the least
amount of reconstruction error [44, 235]. However, AEs
cannot be taught to precisely reproduce the feedback. AEs
are also constrained by being able to provide an approximate
reproduction only by merely copying inputs similar to the
training outcomes. )e model must prioritize which input
characteristics should be copied; therefore, useful data
features are continually learned [210]. AEs have the ability to
be useful for function extraction. In contrast, AEs provide a
significant amount of computing time. Although AEs can
learn to collect the characteristics of the training data ef-
fectively, if the training dataset does not match the test data,

they can confuse the learning process instead of reflecting
the data collection. In [236], network-based AEs have been
used to recognize ransomware, and AEs have learned the
latent representation of a dynamic function set, focusing on
the cyber system’s vector. )e AEs outperformed the
standard ML algorithms such as KNN and SVM in terms of
detection efficiency [236]. In other research [234], A DBN
was added to create a malware detection method that was
then used to reduce data dimensions by non-linear mapping
so that only the important features could be eliminated.
Next, the algorithm in DBN learning was learned to identify
malicious code.

6.2.3. Semi-Supervised or Hybrid DL. )is section discusses
the most traditional deep hybrid learning approaches.
Among the hybrid DL approaches are generative adversarial
networks (GANs) and network communities (EDLNs).

(1) Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). GAN, which
was recently pioneered by Goodfellow et al. [237], is already
an exciting platform for deeper learning. As seen in Figure 7,
two models, both generative and discriminatory, are trained
concurrently by a GAN approach using an opposed mech-
anism. )e generative model learns the data distribution and
outputs data testing, while the discriminatory model predicts
the probability of the results from the evaluation rather than
the generative model. )e objective of training the generative
model is to increase the probability that it is wrongly classified
by the discriminatory model [237, 238]. By changing the
sample dataset, each phase trains the generative model to fool
the discriminator. )e model serves as a generator. In this
regard, the discriminator is given many individual data
samples from the training array and the generator samples.
)e discriminator is used to distinguish between actual and
fake specimens (from the training dataset). Using incorrectly
labeled samples, the outputs of unequal and generative
models were quantified. )e following edition’s versions are
then revised. )e performance discriminative model aids in
the generation of samples for the next iteration while opti-
mizing samples for the next iteration [44]. GANs were re-
cently added to IoTprotection. In [239], architecture was built
to protect the cyber field of IoT networks, including the
training of in-depth learning algorithms to distinguish be-
tween ordinary and abnormal computing. GAN algorithms
were used in the suggested architecture for the preliminary
analysis, and the test results demonstrated the architecture’s
efficacy in detecting suspicious system activity [239].

SinceGANs can learn various attack scenarios and produce
a zero-day attack-like sample, they can provide algorithmswith
samples that are not available from current attacks. GANs are
well suited for semi-supervised classification instruction. Since
GANs are not sequentially needed to produce several accesses
in the samples, they can produce samples faster than fully
transparent DBNs. In GANs, sampling requires only one stage
in the model, while RBMs need an unknown number of
Markov chain iterations [237, 240]. GAN teaching, on the
other hand, is risky and challenging. A GAN cannot be used to
produce different data such as text [237, 240].
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(2) Ensemble of DL Networks (EDLNs). It is possible to create
EDLNs using hybrid or discriminative and generative
models. An emerging algorithm in deep learning, ensemble
learning (EL), employs a variety of classification approaches
to improve its performance [209, 241–243]. Homogeneous
or heterogeneous multiclassifiers are often used to get an
accurate result. Most issues can be solved using the various
methods used by EL. When compared to other single
classifier methods, EL takes a long time. Anomaly detection,
virus detection, and intrusion detection are all typical ap-
plications for EL [168, 175, 244]. Combining DL classifiers
may assist in achieving model variety, increasing model
performance, and extending model generalization using the
EDL approach. EDL’s key drawback is that the system’s
temporal complexity may be significantly enhanced.

Due to numerous neural networks’ training, assembling
DNNs does not seem to be a feasible alternative due to the
potential for a significant rise in computing cost. Deep
networks may be trained on high-performance hardware
using GPU acceleration over the course of many weeks.
Explicit/implicit ensembles achieve the conflicting objective
of training a single model. It acts as an ensemble of training
several neural networks apart from incurring extra or as little
additional cost as feasible. In this instance, the training time
of an ensemble is identical to that of a single model. In
implicit ensembles, model parameters are shared, and the
model averaging of ensemble models is approximated by a
single, unthinned network during test times. In explicit
ensembles, however, model parameters are not shared. )e
ensemble output is determined by combining the predic-
tions of the ensemble models using various methods such as
majority voting, averaging, and so on. Dropout [245] gen-
erates an ensemble network by arbitrarily removing hidden
nodes from the network during training. During the testing
period, all nodes are operational. Dropout offers network
regularization to prevent overfitting and adds sparsity to the
output vectors. Training an exponential number of models

with standard weights and providing an implicit ensemble of
networks during testing reduces overfitting. Randomly
dropping the units prevents coadaptation by making the
existence of a specific unit unpredictable. )e network with
dropout takes 2 to 3 times longer to train than a regular
neural network. )erefore, a suitable balance must be struck
between the training duration of the network and over-
fitting. DropOut is described in detail in DropConnect [246].
In contrast to DropOut, which eliminates each output unit,
DropConnect randomly eliminates each connection, in-
troducing sparsity in the model’s weight parameters. Similar
to DropOut, DropConnect generates an implicit ensemble at
test time by deleting connections (setting their weights to
zero) during training. Both DropConnect and DropOut
have a lengthy training period. To address this issue, deep
networks with stochastic depth [247] sought to minimize the
network depth during training while maintaining it during
testing. Stochastic depth is an enhancement on ResNet [248]
in which residual blocks are eliminated at random during
training, and transformation block connections are bypassed
via skip connections. Swapout [249] extends DropOut and
stochastic depth.

Many deep learning algorithms will be able to out-
perform separately deployed algorithms if they operate
together. EDLNs can be generated by integrating genera-
tive, discriminatory, and hybrid frameworks. EDLNs are
frequently applied to address complicated problems, in-
cluding uncertainty and a wide variety of dimensions. An
EDLN is a stacked collection of heterogeneous (classifiers
from separate families) or homogeneous (classifications
from the similar family) classifications. )ey are used to
boost variability, precision, efficiency, and widespread
[250]. For example, the authors in [251] used a sparse
autoencoder (SAE) to extract attributes and the softmax
activation with a regression layer to create classifiers. )e
evolutionary findings indicate that we could obtain a higher
level of efficacy than that in previous studies utilizing a
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semi-supervised intrusion detection technique. EDLNs
have proven to be surprisingly successful in a variety of
applications, such as activity detection for humans, but
their usage in IoTprotection necessitates additional testing,
especially the ability to deploy light homogeneous or
heterogeneous graders in a dispersed setting in order to
increase IoT security system accuracy and efficiency and
address machine challenges.

6.2.4. Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL).
Reinforcement learning (RL) has been introduced as an
efficient technique of improving a learning agent’s methods
and determining the optimal solution through evaluating
and failing to achieve the best long-term goal without
previous environmental awareness [252]. RL is a kind of ML.
An agent learns how its actions affect the environment via
trial and error in RL. After each action, it calculates the
reward and then proceeds to the next state [253]. It is
possible to utilize RL to tackle very complicated issues that
are intractable with traditional methods since it focuses on
long-term outcomes. Moreover, real-world issues are as-
sumed to be Markovian models in RL (which is not the case
in reality), where the agent is in a state s at all times, performs
action a, and gets an integer reward before changing states s′
according to the dynamics of the environment, which is
represented by p(s′|s, a) in this case. If an agent is trying to
maximize its returns, it will try to learn a policy based on its
observations or mapping of those observations to actions
(expected sum of rewards). Unlike in optimal control, in
reinforcement learning, the algorithm only has access to the
dynamics p(s′| s, a) via sampling. DRL techniques use deep
learning to solve Markov decision processes (MDPs) like
these, frequently modeling the policy π(a|s) or other learned
functions as a neural network and building specific algo-
rithms that operate well in this environment.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) approaches, for
example, a deep Q-network (DQN), have been used in a
variety of mobile edge computing applications to solve high
dimension problems while still providing scalability and
download performance [254].)e deep Q-network [231] is a
recently used strengthening tool. Many proposed deep
Q-network upgrades have been proposed, such as dual
Q-learning [255], continuous monitoring by deep RL [256],
and priority replay of knowledge [257]. )e curse of di-
mensionality restricts its application to real-world systems,
making it inapplicable. In addition, it requires a lot of data
and computing to run. As RL has a number of drawbacks, it
is often used in conjunction with other ML approaches. DRL
is a standard combination of RL and DL.

)e authors in [254] investigated access management
and download for mobile edge cloud computing, as well as
the integration of blockchain and DRL in application
schemes in IoT networks. In another area of research, DRL
was used to protect cyber security. In [258], the authors
investigatedmany DRL cyber protection approaches, such as
DRL-based cyber-physical network security mechanistic
mechanisms, automatic intrusion prevention tactics, and
multiagent cyberattack mitigation model DRL-based game

theory. It may be a step forward to investigate these ap-
proaches within the context of IoT.

6.2.5. Application of DL in IoT Security. DL methods have
been established for signal authentication in IoT settings
[259, 260]. In order to derive arrays of stochastic properties
from IoT device signals, Ferdowsi and Saad [259] proposed
an LSTM architecture. )e properties of cyberattack control
in IoT systems were then watermarked, and the complex
extraction of functions often helped detect eavesdropping
attacks.)is solution would not, however, apply to very large
IoT settings as it is prohibitively difficult to authenticate all
IoT devices in a centralized cloud service. In order to solve
this challenge, we have merged the LSTM-based signal
authentication process with game theory methods for a
mixed Nash balance (NE) strategy. Although this approach
is capable of handling many IoT modules, it is also highly
dynamic and not suitable for IoT environments. Authen-
tication in DL-based systems using LSTM is also recom-
mended for IoT environments [261] since it has been
designed for device recognition to be resilient to signal
imperfections. Nevertheless, the method is effective for
system recognition and cannot notice other severe attacks.
DNN has been updated by utilizing intrusion detection
systems (IDSs) to classify substantial attacks in the IoT
environment [262]. In order to validate DNN performance,
cross-validations and subsampling were used, and param-
eters in DNN were reset with a method for grid quest. While
DNN performed well onmany datasets, including those with
imbalanced and distorted results, it was concluded that the
determination of learning parameters for the grid search
took more time. DL approaches have been used to defend
Social IoT (SIoT) [263], with DL methods spreading via fog
nodes to enable the identification of a distributed threat. )e
DL solution detects the following kinds of attacks with SIoT:
sample, DoS, U2R, and R2L. )e analysis exhibited that the
DL solution outperforms other machine learning strategies,
while more research is required on network intrusion de-
tection based on payload. A deep learning methodology has
been developed for dense random networks [264] to identify
network attacks. )e dense network-oriented DL approach
focused on these metrics was used to observe attacks on IoT
gateways. )e main drawback of this solution is that pa-
rameter setting of the dense random network is needed since
the non-optimal parameters are not properly classified. In
IoT healthcare environments, protection and privacy have
been maintained by the use of layering-based deep Q-net-
works [265] that access control, enable authentication, and
mitigate intermediate attacks in the IoTenvironment. Packet
features including protocol, IP address, post number file
type, frame number, and frame length were initially gathered
and stored in a local database. Deep Q-networks are used to
identify medical data according to the derived functionality
and the classification is achieved using the packet func-
tionality since the extraction of optimal features from data
packets achieves a higher degree of accuracy. A deep Eigen
space learning approach has been suggested by the Internet
of Battlefield )ings (IoBT) for malware detection, [71] in
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which the Operational Code (OpCode) device sequence is
used to classify malware. )e OpCode interface was
translated to vector sequences, and a deep Eigen spatial
learning technology was used to differentiate between
beneficial and malicious programs. )e entire process
started with the development and classification of a graph for
each sample. )is technique includes considerable com-
putation, which limits its performance when handling big
datasets. Identification of DDoS attacks was conducted in
IoT systems using IoT-specific network features such as tiny
endpoints and day-to-day packet cycles [142]. A network-
dependent method was also suggested for detecting IoT
botnets on the basis of deep autoencoders [266]. Five sep-
arate cycles of N-BaIoT functions, such as packet jitter,
packet count, and packet size, have been obtained. )is
approach only incorporates static characteristics that restrict
the self-encoder efficiency and require optimum feature
selection to increase the accuracy of the autoencoder. Bi-
directional LSTM-RNN (BLSTM-RNN) was applied in [267]
to detect IoT botnets, and word embedding was used for text
identification and the transformation of attack packets to
integer sizes. Although BLSTM-RNN detects botnets with a
limited number of attack vectors, it does not work when the
count of attacking vectors increases. Autoencoder was in-
troduced in a fog-enabled IoT framework for stacked un-
monitored deep learning approaches [60], and architecture
of fog-based IoT was built to improve attack detection la-
tency and scalability [268]. While deep learning models
exceed shallow attack detection learning algorithms, stacked
autoencoders increase the computer’s runtime and its ac-
curacy. In Industrial IoT (IIoT), the systems of network
intrusion detection are applied to secure a network against a
range of security threats [268]. For intrusion detection, a
deep autoencoder and a deep feedforward neural network
are deployed, and feature transformation and normalization
are used in the overall process. )is method requires more
research to establish how different intrusion mitigation
protocols should be handled in the IIoT [269]. Significant
routing attacks have been defined and evaluated with the
following characteristics, such as decreased rating, hello
flood, and change of the version number: average receipt
speed, packet number, transmission rate, average trans-
mission period, packet counting, and overall transfer time.
Without accessibility, detection effectiveness and the pos-
sibility of detecting such extreme IoTattacks were impaired.
)e work of Diro and Chilamkurti [263] proposed a scheme
to identify distributed attacks on IoT and contrasted their
effectiveness with conventional machine learning methods
and distribution networks as well as the centralized ap-
proach of detection. )e results were also tested for two and
four-class grades; the two-class grades included regular and
attacks, while the four-class grades included U2R, DoS,
probe, and natural and remote-to-local grades. )e utility of
distributed detection has been evaluated on a range of
network training engines, relative to standard IoT learning
approaches for DL intrusion detection. )e findings showed
that the distributed architecture exceeded the central
structure with an accuracy of detection varying from 96% to
99%. Furthermore, results exhibited that DL approaches

were more precise than conventional learning methods and
had a lower false alarm rate of 0.85% compared to machine
learning methods. DL had a 99.27% recall rate and an av-
erage 96.5% recall rate, while ML had a 97.50% recording
rate and an average recording rate of 93.66%. )ese results
show that deep learning techniques in distributed IoT en-
vironments are highly likely to identify cyberattacks. Ex-
periment results show that distributed sensing systems
outperform hierarchical methods in detecting cyber threats
because they exchange variables, preventing the formation of
local minima during planning. )e research can be covered
by a comparison of distributed approaches to deep learning
to different traditional methods of learning on different
datasets. Techniques for the analysis of the network load data
to identify intrusions through key trends may also be further
explored.

7. Solutions to IoT Threat Using DL or
ML Algorithms

Privacy and security concerns can be mitigated in many
ways. In Section 3, we described several types of threats in
IoT. )ere were no solutions and discussions about how to
ensure security or privacy in the IoT system. Hence, we
concentrate on recent works suggesting privacy and secu-
rity-preserving methods for the IoT in this section. We il-
lustrate the solutions suggested by DL or ML algorithms as a
tool for ensuring privacy and security.

A security program is a collection of policies and pro-
cedures designed to safeguard an organization’s most sen-
sitive data and assets. Instead of concentrating on people’s
private details, it highlights statistics and other facts. On the
other hand, passwords, login information, and other sen-
sitive data are the primary targets of privacy programs.

Safeguarding privacy, maintaining data and informa-
tion’s integrity, and making sure it is readily accessible are
the three pillars of security.)e right to the confidentiality of
one’s own and one’s employer’s private data is a cornerstone
of privacy. Security measures may help provide some level of
confidentiality, and the secrecy of credentials and access to
data is essential to a robust security framework.

Machine learning (ML) is a data processing technology
that is applied in all frameworks’ data processing pipelines.
For instance, a machine learning model may assess data flow
into a network in order to get an up-to-date decision.
Poisoning or exploratory attacks on the input data from the
source to the IoTnodes, as well as on the IoTnodes to theML
model, are possible. Inversion and integrity attacks are
feasible on the output [270]. As a result, the privacy and
security of a system cannot be compromised simultaneously.

7.1. Security Solutions. On the basis of DL and ML methods,
several suggested security measures are shown in Table 1.
According to the work of Diro and Chilamkurti [61], fog
computing decreased the threat of spying in communica-
tions as well as attacks in MiTM by limiting interaction to
IoTgadgets in close proximity during flooding attacks. Based
on this, they implemented their model by applying the long
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short-term memory (LSTM) method, which can keep track
of historical data. In order to compare their findings with LR,
they used the ISCX2012 dataset. It included 71,617 instances
of DoS attacks and 440,991 instances of normal traffic.
Although training the LSTM model took significantly more
time than that of the LR model, it was 9% more accurate.
After that, another work [273] used the techniques from the
Aegean Wi-Fi Intrusion Dataset (AWID). )is dataset in-
cludes normal traffic (1.633.190 instances for training while
530.785 instances for testing), injecting attacks (65,379 in-
stances for training while 16,682 instances for testing),
impersonation attacks (48,522 instances for training while
20,079 instances for testing), and flooding attacks (94848
instances for training while 8097 instances for testing). For
multiclass classification, LSTM outperformed softmax with a
14% increase in accuracy. Similar research conducted by
Abeshu et al. found that IoT devices’ resource limitations
rendered them vulnerable to DoS attacks [60]. In a widely
dispersed network like the IoT, traditional machine learning
techniques are less scalable and less accurate for detecting
cyberattacks. Data from billions of IoT devices allow deep
learning models to outperform shallow algorithms in
learning.

)e authors in [60] claimed that the majority of the used
deep learning architectures applied pretraining for feature
extraction. It enabled the detection of abnormalities and
therefore decreased a network administrator’s workload.
Nevertheless, their work concentrated on networked deep
learning through model and parameter exchange for fog
computing applications. Fog computing decreased the IoT
devices’ load on processing resources as well as storage
space. As a result, it is the perfect location for detecting an
intrusion. For fog-to-things-based computing, parallel
computing is required for the traditional stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) algorithm. Consequently, a vast number of
data produced by the IoT will choke the centralized SGD.
Accordingly, the study provided a distributed deep learning-
driven IDS based on a dataset like NSL-KDD, in which
stacked autoencoder (SAE) was applied to extract features as
well as softmax regression (SMR) was employed for clas-
sifying the data while SAE performed better as a deep

learning than existing shallow algorithms according to ac-
curacy, FAR, and DR. )ere is evidence to support both
assertions of the authors in [60, 61] that deep learning
models outperform shallow machine learning algorithms.
Tan et al. [63] attempted to identify DoS using a triangle-
area-based technique in multivariate correlation analysis
(MCA). )e data that made it to the target network were
utilized to develop features that minimized overhead.
Geometrical connections between two different character-
istics were identified by applying the “triangle area map”
module to improve the accuracy of zero-day attacks for
detection. According to the researchers in [63], they applied
Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) to determine the differences
from observed traffic to a prebuilt ordinary profile, which
they believed would help them improve their results from
[63]. Using the KDDCup99 and ISCX datasets, MCA was
applied to extract characteristics from network traffic and
assess the findings for anomalies.)eir findings are based on
a sample-wise correlation of 99.95% on KDD data as well as
90.12% on ISCX. In any event, neither the size of data in the
research nor its effect on various sample sizes was revealed.
MCA was not a practical technique since the change ex-
pected was not linear. In the Internet of )ings, a botnet
attack is a different type of DoS attack in IoT. )e authors in
[69] created an IDS that integrates ANN, DT, and NB to
fight botnet attacks against DNS, Message Queuing Te-
lemetry Transport (MQTT), and HTTP. It was chosen to
utilize ANN, DT, and NB to better differentiate between
malicious and benign vectors since their cross-entropy
values were similar.)e detection rate and false-positive rate
were used as performance indicators, and their proposed
ensemble beat each individual algorithm inside it. )e ac-
curacy was 99.54% on the UNSW dataset and 98.29% on the
NIMS dataset. MiTM attacks, which are very similar to DoS
attacks, are one of the most frequently occurring attacks on
the network in IoT.

Numerous technological solutions have been suggested
for different application scenarios in connection to this. Due
to the fact that traditional feedforward neural networks are
incapable of capturing time-series and sequence data owing
to their causal structure, an impersonation attack on smart

Table 1: Summary of several security solutions in IoT using DL and ML.

IoT application )reat Dataset Kind of threat Algorithms Accuracy Reference
Healthcare MiTM Private Impersonation LSTM RNN — [78]
IoBT Malware Private Code injection DCN 98.37% [71]
Wi-Fi MiTM AWI Impersonation ANN 99.92% [79]
Fog DoS NSL-KDD Flooding Softmax 99.20% [60]
NIDS Anomaly Kyoto 2006+ Anomaly Softmax 88.39% [271]
Android Malware Drebin and AbdroZoo Malware Ensemble + LR 98.10% [73]

Fog DoS AWID and ISCX2012 Flooding LSTM AWID (98.22%) and ISCX2012
(99.91%) [61]

IoT Botnet NIMS botnet and UNSW-
NB15 Flooding AdaBoost UNSW-NB15 (99.54%) [69]

Android Malware Private Malware KNN, C4.5, NB — [74]
RF
communication MiTM Private Impersonation ANN 99.90% [80]

Android Malware Multiple sources Malware Ensemble 98.40% [272]
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healthcare was prevented with the use of LSTM-RNN,
according to the researchers [78]. Additionally, the re-
searchers were able to address the vanishing gradient issue
associated with the RNNmethod and improve accuracy.)e
predicted value was first calculated using a three-month log
of the dataset (for a diabetic patient who is receiving insulin
injections). DL and gesture recognition were merged if the
estimated and expected dosages varied by more than a
certain threshold. )ey lacked, however, a detailed under-
standing of the model and analysis. )e researchers in [80]
employed physical unclonable function (PUF), a unique
silicon chip feature that may be applied as a foundation for
radio frequency (RF) communication authentication, to
defend against impersonation attacks. Moreover, the authors
were able to identify the device and train their system on it as
a consequence of these offsets, all before knowing the
gadget’s degree of accuracy. )e evaluation metrics were
analyzed using the ANN MATLAB toolbox. According to
the simulation results, machine learning can help detect
4,800 transmitter nodes with 99.9% accuracy and 10,000
nodes with 99.9% accuracy under different channel condi-
tions. As indicated, multifactor authentication may be used
alone or in combination with other security measures. In a
secure server, PUF's intrinsic and low-cost nature enables
the storage of the physical values of each wireless sensor
rather than utilizing existing key-based authentication.
Nonetheless, the researchers made the incorrect assumption
in their approach that data saved on the PUF server are safe.
Aminanto et al. [79] extracted features by applying C4.5,
ANN, and SVM, with ANN acting as a classifier [79]. )e
technique of deep feature selection and extraction started
with the extraction of features using SAE, followed by feature
selection applying C4.5, ANN, and SVM, and finally by
classification using ANN. )e accuracy of the research was
99.92% due to the use of the AWID dataset, which had the
lowest accuracy for impersonation attacks in a prior study,
accompanied by the work of Kolias et al. [273].

Statista [274] held that the global mobile phone user base
will surpass three billion by 2020. Due to the increased usage
of mobile phones, they become increasingly vulnerable to
virus attacks. According to the work of Azmoodeh et al. [71],
OpCodes may be employed to differentiate between safe and
malicious software. As a consequence, global feature se-
lection introduces inefficiencies and may potentially reduce
system proficiency, especially for the imbalance dataset.
)ey claim that no one has ever tried to combine OpCode
with DL for IoT previously. Deep convolutional networks
and Eigenspace techniques were used, and the accuracy was
99.68%, while the recall and precision were 98.37% and
98.59%, respectively. Similarly, Wei et al. [74] utilized dy-
namic analysis to extract malware features. )ey trained the
classifier using functional application classification on clean
and damaging data and then used KNN to divide the data
into recognized categories during the testing phase. We
performed tenfold cross-validation using the J48 decision
tree and NB. Depending on the performance metric used,
this study achieved 90% accuracy. )e work of Aonzo et al.
[72] applied static analysis methods rather than dynamic
analysis (see [74]) to extract features, taking into account all

APIs that had not previously been studied. )e most
commonly used qualities by earlier researchers served as a
roadmap for developing new characteristics. )ey offered
98.9% accuracy using the dataset on the second-largest
malware testbed. With the advancement of sophisticated
infiltration techniques, static analysis became outdated,
necessitating the use of a dynamic methodology [73]. )e
attackers utilized static analysis because they exploited de-
formation technologies to avoid recognition, while dynamic
investigation approaches showed promise due to their
resilience to similar tactics. )e authors in [73] created the
EnDroid framework in response to these issues. When it
came to categorizing the data, the suggested model applied
“chi-square” feature extraction and a combination of five
ML algorithms (linear SVM, decision tree, boosted trees,
random forest, and extremely random trees), with LR
serving as the meta-classifier. )e dataset was created by
combining the Drebin and AbdroZoo databases, yielding a
98.2% accuracy.

For example, Wang et al. claimed that static string
characteristics such as API and permission use retrieved
from applications were the basis for the majority of current
malware detection literature [272]. However, due to the
increasing sophistication of malware, relying only on a static
characteristic may lead to a false positive. To identify An-
droid malware, the DriodEnsemble model used a combi-
nation of string and structural characteristics. RF, KNN, and
SVM were applied to test the model against 1,386 good
applications and 1,296 bad apps. However, using just string
characteristics, the research was able to achieve 98.4% ac-
curacy, which was higher than the recognition accuracy of
95.8% achieved by applying only structural features. It is a
general method that looks for anything out of the ordinary
and flags it as a potential security risk. Many researchers
[271, 275, 276] have tried to use machine learning techniques
to create safe intrusion detection systems (IDSs). To help
with this, Javaid et al. [271] used an unsupervised DLmethod
known as STL, which relied on SAE and SMR as its
foundation. Two-class classification outperformed SMR
using the NSL-KDD dataset; it was superior to five-class
classification by a wide margin. It was suggested by
Ambusaidi et al. [275] to use mutual information (MI) in an
ML-based multiclass classification. Linear correlation co-
efficient (LLC) was utilized for the linearly dependent
variable in mutual information feature selection (MIFS).)e
authors utilized FMIS +MI for the non-linear dependent
variable, modifying the preexisting MIFS method [277] and
demonstrating their originality. An additional motivation
for doing this research was that prior studies had failed to
explain the processes. Kyoto 2006+, NSL-KDD, and
KDDCUP99datasets were used to compare performance,
while accuracy, F-measure, FPR, and DR were used as
metrics. Anomaly detection using LSTM was the focus of
Fernandez Maimo et al. [276]. DBN and SAE models (where
the prediction may be calculated by utilizing matrix oper-
ations after an activation function) were used to reduce
features because of their comparable structure, while fea-
tures were extracted from flows of networks employing
weighted loss functions [276]. )e authors claim to have
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achieved up to 95% precision after utilizing the CTU-13
botnet dataset to build their model [276]. ML algorithms
have been used in research that claims to decrease cyber-
attacks successfully. In contrast, a past study [278] used deep
feature embedding learning (DFEL) as it was faster than
conventional machine learning algorithms for training data.
)eir approach was compared by utilizing the datasets from
UNSW-NB15 and NSL-KDD, and the recall value of the
Gaussian Näıve Bayes classifier improved between 80.74%
and 98.79%, while SVM’s runtime was decreased substan-
tially from 67.26 seconds to 6.3 seconds as a result. )e
previous IoT security methods were also centralized and
cloud-based, which resulted in significant high power
consumption and latency for end devices [279]. Fog com-
puting was utilized in two stages to build the suggested IDS
for IoT in a distributed manner. )e identified threats were
then compiled and evaluated on a cloud server in the second
phase. )e novel method outperformed the current NB,
ANN, and conventional ELM in terms of accuracy, FRP, and
TPR. Fog computing-based attack detection was shown to be
quicker than cloud computing-based attack detection in the
experiments conducted on the Azure cloud. However, no
current ML/DL-based fog computing algorithms were uti-
lized to compare the findings of the research.

7.2. Privacy Solutions. Table 2 shows some suggested pri-
vacy-preserving ML and DL methods. A MiTM attack
compromises both security and privacy. Several number of
works utilize ML techniques to defend against various
MiTM threats. Table 2 shows some suggested privacy-
preservingML and DLmethods. A PHYlayer authentication
scheme based on IAG lowered the overall communication
burden and improved detection precision. When working
with an updated dataset, the researchers were able to im-
prove FAR, DR, and computing costs. )ere was also a
problem with the wearable device that was highlighted by
Aksu et al. [280] in addition to user authentication diffi-
culties. However, it is necessary to authenticate the device
itself. Similar to MiTM devices, these devices may be used to
authenticate users. However, if anything goes wrong in the
background, it may end up giving the attacker complete
access to the system. A more powerful base device can be
reached only via Bluetooth with encryption and authenti-
cation. It was considerably more secure to utilize hardware-
based fingerprinting since the encryption and device name
secrets might be stolen so readily. )e suggested framework
in [280] made use of a timing technique of classic protocol
packet-based and inter-packet timing-based analysis in
Bluetooth. )is process has a structure of four stages.
Bluetooth classic packets were first captured. )e charac-
teristics were then retrieved in a second phase. )e fin-
gerprints were produced in a third stage by using probability
distributions. )e saved fingerprints from step three were
also matched to any fresh incoming data from wearable
devices as the last step in order to identify any unfamiliar
wearable devices. )e study claims to have achieved 98.5%
accuracy by selecting the best algorithm from a set of twenty

training results. You will need a large amount of data to
build an ML model. For example, we can utilize past patient
data to predict outcomes for each new patient. Patients, on
the other hand, are apprehensive about disclosing their
personal information. According to [282, 283, 285], research
has attempted to address these problems. Non-linear kernel
SVM was used in [285] to effectively categorize medical data
while maintaining the privacy of both the service provider
and the user data model. Zhu et al. [285] said that they were
able to obtain 94% classification accuracy using their system,
apart from sacrificing privacy. Users’ private information
and model outputs were categorized as model-privacy
problems and learning-privacy problems, respectively, by
researchers in [282]. )is study relies on gradient values
instead of actual data or assumes that the learning model is
private, but the learned model is public or uses complex
encryption techniques. Previous research has depended on
these approaches [282]. )e authors in [282] presented a
uniform oblivious evaluation of multivariate polynomial
algorithm that lacked complex encryption methods in
contrast to the other research. In the end, their findings
showed that the categorization data andmodels they learned
were safe against a variety of intrusions. Model privacy was
the subject of investigation [282]. However, the issue of
student privacy was not addressed. )is problem was
addressed by Ma et al. [283] who said that although utilizing
the public key to encrypt any user data was a popular
technique for maintaining privacy, it came at the cost of key
management. In the cloud, a cloud service provider delivers
encrypted client data to a data training system that does not
know what is being trained on. )is is their suggested
approach. )ey concluded from their analysis of the pri-
vacy-preserving DL multiple-keys (PDLM) that it had less
efficiency than traditional non-private methods while still
preserving privacy. To classify data privately, they used
hyperplane decision-based private methods like decision
trees and Naı̈ve Bayes, together with private Naı̈ve Bayes
and decision trees. In a related study, it was discovered that
the number of user-server iterations could be cut in half
without compromising privacy. People’s lives have been
enhanced by Facebook and Twitter, yet privacy concerns
have arisen as a result. Blacklisting methods were used by a
number of businesses to screen out malicious traffic.
According to this study, 90% of people will be victims of
these attacks even before they are prohibited. Machine
learning algorithms were used to evade these attacks suc-
cessfully. However, because of their slower pace of learning,
these algorithms were inefficient in real time. )e authors in
[281] described a multistage detection framework
employing deep learning, in which the results were first
detected at a mobile terminal and subsequently sent to a
cloud server for additional computation. )e authors stated
that by utilizing the Sino Weibo dataset and CNN as a
categorization technique, they obtained an accuracy of
approximately 91%. When looking for a solution, re-
searchers used distributed ML methods and collaborative
IDS as well as ideas of dynamic differential privacy to protect
a training dataset.
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8. New Insights in Machine and Deep
Learning for IoT Security

Entrepreneurial or commercial off-the-shelf IoT devices are
usually supported with the solutions of software that are
insufficient to protect every IoT device or system [287, 288].
Since the IoT has many different use cases, the software-level
security is poor. IoTsecurity is an issue that some researchers
[21, 289] are concerned about regarding privacy and
security.

8.1. Data Privacy. IoT security is challenged by data privacy
because of the significant risk of vulnerability, according to
most research [290, 291]. Unauthorized access to data,
eavesdropping, data fabrication, data alteration, and un-
lawful remote access using devices are some of the vul-
nerabilities [292]. As an example, personal information,
such as names, addresses, phone numbers, insurance policy
numbers, and bank names, is always at risk when it is stored
on the cloud. Many IoTdevices and apps, on the other hand,
provide access to important information that might be used
by attackers to gain access to the system. As a result, sensitive
personal information that is unprotected and unencrypted
may be exposed to an unauthorized party.

8.2. Vulnerabilities in IoT. IoT devices are now prone to
several vulnerabilities. Services and data in the IoT may be
susceptible to attack because of their sensitive nature [293].
Many IoT systems and a highly complex ecosystem in IoT
can have increased risks from significant problems in cloud
security [294]. Centralized management platforms and older
systems pose substantial security risks for IoT devices [295].
When it comes to application layer security, it is possible for
users to create weaknesses. One or more of many types of
defects exist, including inefficient input/output filtering,
poor encryption, and tampered authentication mechanisms.
Few examples of vulnerabilities in IoTsecurity are as follows.

(i) Weak, Guessable, or Hardcoded Passwords. To get
access to a system, a user must utilize credentials
that are readily brute-forced, publicly accessible, or
impossible to modify [296–298]. Credentials that
are both hardcoded and integrated into IoT devices
constitute a threat to both IT systems and the IoT

itself. Hardcoded or guessable credentials are also a
benefit to hackers who want to target the device. In
addition, the malicious attacker can already have
access to the password of a machine if it has default
passwords. In order to prevent unauthorized access,
devices connected to the IoT should have measures
in place, i.e., password expiry, password difficulty,
and one-time password account lockout that
compel users to alter the default credentials. )e
producers of IoT devices should, as a consequence,
provide them with strong passwords straight out of
the box to prevent security flaws.

(ii) Inadequate Protection in Privacy. Insecure, inap-
propriate, or unauthorized use of the personal in-
formation of users kept on the ecosystem in a device
may lead to IoT security flaws [299–302]. Since IoT
devices might be vulnerable, proper privacy pro-
tection must be provided for them.

(iii) Vulnerable Interfaces in the Ecosystem. Backend
application programming interface (API), web,
mobile, or cloud interfaces outside of the device
ecosystem may be exploited to get access to the
device or its components, making IoT vulnerable
to attack [303–306]. Lack of authorization and
authentication may also lead to IoT vulnerabil-
ities [307, 308], as can inadequate encryption or
lack of encryption [309], as well as a lack of
output and input filtering [310]. It is possible to
protect a connected device as well as create data
via custom device authentication. A digital entity
(computer, IoT device, etc.) may also securely
send data to authorized recipients using digital
certificates.

(iv) Absence of Any Kind of Hardening Measures. As a
result of the absence of hardening measures, at-
tackers may get critical information that might be
used to help in remote attacks and achieve local
control in IoT-based systems [296, 299, 311]. Ac-
count lockout, password, and complexity that forces
anybody setting up a device to modify the default
credentials are among the physical hardening
methods [312–315]. Because of this, physical pre-
cautions such as security paradigms are needed to
guard against IoT attacks and vulnerabilities.

Table 2: Summary of several security solutions in IoT using DL and ML.

IoT application )reat Dataset Kind of attack Algorithms Accuracy Reference
Wearable devices MiTM Private Authentication Best of 20 Precision: 98.5% [280]
MSN Anomaly Sino Weibo Spam CNN 91.34% [281]
Distributed systems Data privacy Real world Multiple OMPE — [282]
Cloud Data privacy — Data leakage SGD 95% [283]
WSN MiTM Private Spoof detection DQ, QL — [284]
Healthcare Data privacy Real world Multiple SVM 94% [285]
MiTMO landmark MiTM Private Spoof detection Softmax — [54]
VANET Data privacy NSL-KDD Inference attack LR — [286]
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8.3. Authorization, Authentication, and Identification. IoT
devices have a number of security issues, including the
inability to be identified, verified, and granted access to the
network. )e authorization, authentication, and identifica-
tion of IoT devices is a major concern for many researchers
[6, 316, 317].Many IoTdevices do not allow a single device to
be uniquely identified, authenticated, and authorized, which
makes things incredibly complicated.

Furthermore, there is a difficulty with authentication. To
prevent unauthorized users from having full access to a
network’s resources, some kind of access control is required.
A survey of IoT communication protocols conducted by the
authors in [318] brought to light the fact that there are now
just a few protocols that guarantee users’ safety and confi-
dentiality. As a result, additional research is required to
improve a framework that can provide IoTdevice users with
privacy and security.

8.4. Behavior-Based Mobile Device Authentication.
Behavioral authentication on mobile systems identifies an
individual according to unique qualities, including biometric
authentication, that utilize patterns exhibited while net-
working with a system including a computer, tablet, or
smartphone that contains a keyboard as well as a mouse. A
secure authentication system is necessary to restrict access to
tablets, cellphones, e-readers, smart watches, and laptop
computers. Laptops, desktops, mobile phones, and tablets are
no longer just tools for people; they are increasingly taking on
their roles. )ese technologies have unlocked different ways
to interact, play, andwork. Because of their small size, they are
easy to carry about in pockets, handbags, or other bags.
However, mobile devices are susceptible to a variety of issues.
)e security and privacy of the user is at risk if the gadget is
lost or stolen. It is possible to get threats from both strangers
and close friends. Similarly, mobile gadgets are readily lost
because of their mobility and portability. Users’ private life
and personal information might be made public if a thief
gains access to these devices. )ey may also be vulnerable to
extortion or blackmail. Moreover, a biometric technique aims
to identify and detect the user. )e United States National
Science and Technology Council’s Subcommittee on Bio-
metrics separates biometrics into physiological and behav-
ioral categories [319, 320]. As the name suggests, behavioral
biometrics is concerned with identifying and quantifying
human behavior patterns. )e identification approach based
on physiological features is quite accurate. Physiological
biometrics, on the other hand, focuses on physical charac-
teristics of the human body, such as a retinal or fingerprint
scan. Conversely, behavioral biometrics denotes behavioral
aspects of the human body. Behavioral biometrics analyzes
data, including a user’s screen pressure, navigational patterns,
mobile or mouse motions, gyroscope position, typing speed,
and so on. Behavioral biometrics recognizes a subject by
employing behavioral qualities. Each subject is projected to
differ from all others when investigated using one or more of
these characteristics. Additional human aspects and behav-
ioral biometric attributes and verification methods include
gait analysis, keystroke dynamics, touchscreen, voice ID,

hand waving, mouse usage characteristics, signature analysis,
cognitive biometrics, electroencephalogram (EEG), profiling,
and electrocardiogram (ECG). An important benefit of be-
havioral biometrics is that it may be used to authenticate users
without the requirement for additional hardware [319]. To
put it another way, adopting behavioral biometrics rather
than physiological biometrics is more cost-effective. Ana-
lyzing an individual’s physical characteristics is possible via
the use of a variety of biometric tools, including retinal or iris
scans, face identification software, and fingerprints. In the
same way, it involves assessing how a person uses their pen, as
well as their personality characteristics and other aspects of
their everyday conduct. Authentication and identification are
two of the most common uses of biometric technology. More
secure systems might be created by using various authenti-
cation methods. Pin/password, authentication using pattern,
speech recognition, face recognition, iris-based authentica-
tion, and fingerprint recognition are among the authenti-
cation systems mentioned as follows.

(1) Fingerprint Recognition. Fingerprint identification
may also be accomplished with the use of a secret
sign. It is described as a precise pattern of finger
movement over the screen. Users may authenticate
themselves using this pattern as a kind of biometric
authentication. A biometric is a trait of a person’s
physical or mental makeup that cannot be dupli-
cated. Using biometrics, it is possible to tell one
individual from another. In other words, it is a way of
figuring out someone’s identity.

(2) Iris. )e colorful part of the eye around the pupil is
called the iris. It is the biometric that is often
regarded as reliable. Because each person’s iris has its
unique patterning, a blood test may be performed
accurately, quickly, and simply. )e iris may be
matched using a picture since the eye is a visible
organ [321]. Many airports in the UK, including
Manchester, Heathrow, Birmingham, and Gatwick,
began using iris scanners in 2004 as part of a na-
tionwide rollout. )eir usage was later phased out
since it was believed to take more time than ordinary
passport inspections to complete the process.
According to firms like EyeLock, the IoT and au-
tonomous automobiles will benefit from iris scan-
ning. Each individual can only have two different iris
pictures since it is a fixed characteristic. Iris scanning
equipment may take up a lot of room. Much
closeness is also required.

(3) Pin/Password. A personal index number (PIN) or a
secret pattern is the current form of authentication
for cellphones, tablets, and laptop computers. Typ-
ically, a PIN requires four or more numbers to be
entered by the user for verification. )is code must
be entered correctly for the user to access their
device.

(4) Fingerprint. Fingerprint scanning is one of the least
expensive biometrics, making it an attractive option
for many organizations. Fingerprint images may be
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captured using a tiny camera that can be incorpo-
rated into mobile devices like wearables or smart-
phones, making it very convenient. )is means that
mobile apps on devices with this hardware may be
authenticated using this way. Because mobile devices
have limited typing skills, password authentication is
often unpleasant. If the child’s fingerprints change,
this is not the best biometric.

(5) Facial Recognition. In comparison to other tech-
nologies, facial recognition is a non-intrusive and
low-cost option. Due to the widespread use of selfies,
the smartphone is well suited for face recognition. As
a result, smartphone makers have made significant
investments in front-facing cameras. Using the de-
vice’s screen, people may check to verify whether the
camera is taking a picture of the right region of their
faces. Some UK airports are already using facial
recognition technology at ePassport gates. Master-
card’s self-service payment app also takes advantage
of it. A possible drawback is that illumination
changes might alter the picture. When a person
grows older or trims their hair, their facial features
alter as well. Plastic surgery on the face has a sig-
nificant chance of altering it. A significant difficulty
for automated face identification is the failure of
several face recognition algorithms to distinguish
faces after cosmetic surgery. Additionally, attackers
may exploit facial recognition technology [322, 323].

9. Challenges, Limitations, and
Future Directions

Machine and deep learning algorithms have only recently been
developed and are not intended for use in cryptographic ap-
plications. Two previous studies [142, 156] show, for example,
that ML can be applied to hack a sample attack using SVMs
and cryptographic constructs. Similarly, developers in [324]
taughtDL algorithms to decode cryptographic frameworks and
concluded that DL would do so. Machine learning (SVM and
RF) and logical process profiling algorithms were out-
performed by CNN and AE algorithms. RNNs have previously
been shown to be capable of learning decryption. )e study of
successful internal representations of this cipher may also be
used to decode the enigma machine on an RNN with a three-
thousand unit LSTM. )e results also suggest that deep
learning algorithms such as RNN can detect and manage
polyalphabetic cipher algorithms for cryptanalysis [325].
Machine learning/deep learning research has the potential to
advance the advancement of the Internet of )ings.

As an enormous number of intelligent items are linked to
IoTdevices, it is critical that the endpoints of such devices be
secure. Profiles, explicit trust connection, timestamping
protocol, privileges, encoding, and so on all need robust
authentication protocols [19, 326, 327].

9.1.Limitations ofML in IoT. )e one disadvantage of simple
ML approaches is that they need a large amount of data for
model testing. )e studied model is then used to

approximate or categorize real-world implementation out-
comes. However, it should be remembered that the whole
procedure does not capture the whole spectrum of data
characteristics and facilities. In this case, DL methods were
used to address the shortcomings of machine learning
strategies. Since DL can process vast amounts of data and its
algorithms are flexible when the volume of data increases,
model testing is advantageous and predictive accuracy can
be enhanced. High-level functions and contrasts are derived
dynamically and hierarchically from input data by DL. )e
majority of IoT implementations produce blank or half-
marked results. Unlabeled data may be used by DL in an
unsupervised manner to reveal valuable trends. Typical
machine learning algorithms are only successful where there
is a large amount of data on the label [45].

9.2. Limitations of DL in IoT. We conducted a thorough
review, which revealed that existing research needs to be
changed in order to reach higher protection requirements in
IoT settings. Security issues are essential because authori-
zation, entry security, system security, data integrity, in-
trusion detection techniques, and packet extraction play a
role in the detection of anomalies. Security concerns are
severe. )e specific IDS algorithm, data preprocessing,
function extraction, and the optimal set of features are all
important factors in DL-based anomaly detection. Flexibility
and planning are also common issues for profound learning
approaches. )e authors in [328] examined various DNN
models and discovered that small precision improvements
take a long time. Moreover, tuning the parameter is a sig-
nificant issue since the number of layers and accuracy are
linearly related. Many hyperparameters are thus expected if
deep learning methods that are highly sensitive to data
structure and size are to start optimally. )e research
challenges in the environments of DL-based IoT security
contain the following:

(i) End-to-end safety (integrity, access management,
authentication, confidentiality, and intrusion de-
tection systems).

(ii) Data preprocessing, optimum function selection,
and extraction.

9.3. Challenges of ML. As addressed further below, an ob-
stacle is the insufficient collection of data for data-drivenML
and DL methods.

(i) Scarcity of Testing Datasets. Datasets are available
for the effective use of DL and computer education
solutions. To validate and evaluate the output of
various profound learning and enhancement
learning algorithms, authentic databases from the
actual physical world are used. )e data include
sensitive and personal knowledge that not only
differentiates individuals but also their habits and
way of life. Data created by BAN and other
healthcare apps, for example, can jeopardize con-
sumer safety, while data from intelligent homes can
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influence lifestyle and behavior. As a result, it is
important not to jeopardize consumer safety when
using ML and DL. Numerous methods of ano-
nymization were used to anonymize data until it was
used for analytics; nevertheless, the study revealed
that these techniques could be hacked and models
could be abused by adding fake data. It may be
difficult to gather data while maintaining secrecy
and privacy. Furthermore, issues such as how
machine learning and deep learning algorithms
would be applied, as well as the extent to which
machine learning and deep learning algorithmsmay
protect privacy, must be addressed. As a result, it is
critical to investigate machine learning and IoT
network deep learning analytics strategies for data
security and consumer privacy safety. Keep in mind
that simulation data cannot accurately represent
real IoT scenarios in the universe. Furthermore,
generating synthesis data to train and test deep
learning models may be computationally costly.

(ii) Data Imbalance. When attacks are uncommon in an
IoTenvironment, the datasets obtained for machine
learning or deep learning are more likely to be
unbalanced. )e dependability of attack classifiers
and intrusion detection systems would have a sig-
nificant effect on these various datasets.

(iii) Data Convergence. It would be necessary to combine
data from various IoTdevices and network modules
in order to construct machine learning and deep
learning models. )is may be daunting since data
from various sources can differ in modality, gran-
ularity, complexity, and falsity.

9.4. Challenges of DL. ML, which is a technique for
extracting information from results, has been used for both
malicious and benign purposes. It has been discovered that
future adversaries allow effective use of these ML and DL-
based learning algorithms to crack cryptographic secrets.
For instance, the authors employ recurrent neural networks
for cryptanalysis. Additionally, erroneous data inputs to the
ML algorithm result in an inefficient operation of the whole
learning-based framework. Oversampling, an insufficient
testing dataset, and function extraction are all issues to
consider when applying knowledge to smart ecosystems.

9.5. Future Directions of ML. Artificial intelligence and
machine learning have provided a major contribution to the
progress of computer security. On the other hand, an ad-
vanced security framework cannot be deemed complete
before AI and ML components are used. AI and ML so-
lutions can mainly help identify similarities between specific
previous attacks and include an automatic warning when
any similar danger is identified. )e most valuable feature of
AI/ML is that it can consistently discern user behavior,
changing use patterns, and many other anomalies [3, 329].
One of our testing recommendations, which security experts
have agreed to, is to standardize the data packages accessible

in order to facilitate the decoding and interpretation of data
through machine learning solutions. Our data collection is
calculated in exabytes. Upon specifying and optimizing
datasets, machine learning algorithms can be beneficial in
the protection against cyber threats. We recommend that a
fine line be drawn between agreeing on a supervised solution
based on features derived from our data collection on the
basis of our proposed research solution. While AI and
machine learning systems should run independently without
human intervention, a small amount of human input should
be provided to maintain the system balanced and functional.
Although it is limited to creating a hybrid detection model
for combating and mitigating IoT cyberattacks in a host and
network infrastructure environment, we also suggest using
different algorithms such as Eclat and Apriori to warn users
of cyberattacks.

9.6. Future Directions of DL. Building modern IoT network
architectures with protection protocols including authen-
tication, access control, confidentiality, and intravenous
system detection is a successful solution for end-to-end
safety. New IoT architectures must prioritize quality of
service over efficiency, and they must incorporate evolving
paradigms such as SDN and fog-enabled IoT. Optimization
algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GAs), bacterial
foraging optimization (BFO), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), and attribute extraction and selection techniques, as
well as parameter tuning, can be used. Hybrid deep learning
techniques may be used to increase performance without
significantly raising computing time. Blockchain technol-
ogy, which uses deep learning, may also be used to improve
IoT stability. Blockchain technology is a relatively new so-
lution to ensuring the secrecy and security of distributed
records.

10. Suggested IoT Security Practices

(i) While past IoT security concerns have been
addressed, there are more considerations that
need to be made, such as the following
suggestions.

(ii) A recognized IoT cybersecurity framework
based on industry experience, standards, and
proper procedures provided by regulatory
bodies should be used.

(iii) IoT devices should not rely only on the network
firewall to prevent malicious communication.

(iv) Generate a cybersecurity/IoT incident response
strategy and immediately assign the router a
name.

(v) Weakness examinations of devices that are
linked to remote systems are very important.

(vi) It is good to periodically update the default login
credentials and double-check all connected
devices.

(vii) IoT systems must be partitioned or isolated to
decrease the number of points of attack.
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(viii) )reat intelligence must be monitored and
shared. In addition, it is critical to scan all
software to ensure that the network does not
have any security holes.

(ix) In order to digitally fence networks and devices,
it is essential that security software be installed
and objects and containers are added.

(x) People, businesses, and governments need to keep
an eye on and exchange information about threats.

(xi) Other attack detection measures, such as DDoS,
IP spoofing, and so on, may be implemented.

(xii) Devices and networks must be updated and
patched on a regular basis.

(xiii) Avoid adding devices to the network that use
default passwords or have known security flaws.

(xiv) Device apps and controllers need to have their
access credentials verified.

(xv) Biometrics and robust validation should be
utilized for access control.

(xvi) When linked to a system, usemachine validation
and IoT messaging encryption, especially for
data in transit.

(xvii) In order to protect the LAN from the Internet,
firewalls already in use need to be upgraded to
more powerful models.

(xviii) If you are using Wi-Fi, be sure you are using a
secure router and using passwords that are
strong and unique. Wi-Fi security also neces-
sitates the use of high-quality encryption.

(xix) Make use of a variety of security measures, in-
cluding antivirus.

(xx) Whenever feasible, make a copy of all of your
data. Inbound connections to connected devices
should be disabled by default.

(xxi) All data should be safeguarded from unwanted ac-
cess, both while in transit and while they are stored.

(xxii) Devices must be able to delete or reject data
storage items with ease. Secure USB ports, for
example, should never be used by systems with
exposed external interfaces.

(xxiii) It is possible to hire security specialists or to hire
cloud security professionals.

(xxiv) Predictive analytics, real-time monitoring, and
auditing should be done in the long term.

(xxv) To ensure the safety of all employees and the
general public, security awareness training and
public exposure to hacker and intruder tech-
niques and tactics are critical.

(xxvi) )e IoT should be more restricted to intruders
rather than more lenient. Only trustworthy
endpoints should be used to connect with IoT
items, according to industry standards.

(xxvii) )ere should be a clear emphasis on eliminating
security concerns, such as illegal hacking or

operation, environmental risks, tampering, and
system malfunctions in IoT systems.

(xxviii) )e impact of a security vulnerability on a po-
tential attacker should be limited, such as
allowing personal identifying information and
assuring rapid discovery and prompt handling
of any breaches.

)e objective of securing the IoT has yet to be fulfilled,
despite different initiatives. IoT security is still a difficult
topic to solve. However, the use of cutting-edge artificial
intelligence-based cybersecurity systems may considerably
deter invaders.

11. Conclusions

Traditional security and privacy strategies have many
problems linked to the complexity of IoT networks. DL and
ML technology can be used to adjust IoT devices to our real
life. )e review considered several types of IoT threats. DL
and ML are addressed with several potential solutions for
ensuring IoT security. A number of DL and ML models are
illustrated with their application in IoT security. )is review
discusses the state-of-the-art solutions for IoT privacy and
security utilizing deep learning and machine learning
techniques and their integration. While studying machine
learning privacy and security issues, we also made an effort
to develop a review of IoT threats using previous studies on
DL and ML. New issues and insights of ML and DL in IoT
security are addressed. Moreover, future direction, security
challenges, limitations, and suggestions are included for
empowering future technology.
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